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The Living Standards Measurement Study

The Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS) was established by the World Bank in
1980 to explore ways of improving the type and quality of household data collected by
statistical offices in developing countries. Its goal is to foster increased use of household data
as a basis for policy decisionmaking. Specifically, the LSMS is working to develop new methods
to monitor progress in raising levels of living, to identify the consequences for households of
past and proposed government policies, and to improve communications between survey
statisticians, analysts, and policy makers.

The LSMS Working Paper series was started to disseminate intermediate products from the
LSMS. Publications in the series include critical surveys covering different aspects of the LSMS
data collection program and reports on improved methodologies for using Living Standards
Survey (LSS) data. More recent publications recommend specific survey, questionnaire and data
processing designs, and demonstrate the breadth of policy analysis that can be carried out using
LSS data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of these guidelines is to provide information for

adapting the Living Standards Measurement Study (LSMS) questionnaires to local

conditions. LSMS has developed three questionnaires for living standards

analysis: a household questionnaire, a community questionnaire and a price

questionnaire. These questionnaires have been used successfully in national

surveys in C6te d'Ivoire and Peru. The C6te d'Ivoire Living Standards Survey

(CILSS) began in 1985, as a collaborative effort of the Cote d'Ivoire

Department of Statistics and the World Bank. This is a permanent survey that

interviews a "rolling panel" of nationally-representative households. In the

first year 1600 households were interviewed. In each subsequent year 800

households are interviewed a second time and 800 are replaced with new

households. The CILSS is beginning its third year of operation. The Peru

Living Standards Survey was a one-time survey of 4,800 households undertaken

in 1985-86. It was jointly sponsored by the National Statistics Institute

(INE) of Peru and the World Bank.

In preparing these guidelines, we tried to benefit as much as

possible from experience to date in working with the Ivorian and Peruvian

data. Where useful and feasible, we use preliminary results to illustrate the

policy relevance of the data collected with the living standards

questionnaires.

A useful guide to the organization of the living standards household

questionnaire is the annotation of the C6te d'Ivoire questionnaire from the
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first year, by Grootaert. We also recommend that you consult the

interviewer manuals and addenda for the first and second year of the Cate

d'Ivoire survey, and the paper by Ainsworth and Munioz on the implementation of

that survey. 2/

We begin these guidelines by offering a general overview of the

objectives of the Living Standards Survey, in Section 2. It is particularly

important to understand these objectives before undertaking any modification

in the questionnaires. Section 3 contains a general discussion of the

adaptation process. In Section 4 we describe the general characteristics of

the household questionnaire and offer two types of guidelines for their

modification: general guidelines and topic-specific guidelines, with a

discussion of various issues -- some of them as yet unresolved -- that should

be taken into consideration during the field test or in the instructions given

to field staff. Section 5 and 6 of these guidelines provide suggestions for

adapting the community and the price questionnaires, respectively. Section 7

contains some parting thoughts on how to further improve the Living Standards

Survey.

I/ Christiaan Grootaert, "Measuring and Analyzing Levels of Living in
Developing Countries: An Annotated Questionnaire". LSMS Working Paper
No. 24. See also Grootaert and Arriagada,"The Peruvian Living Standards
Survey: An Annotated Questionnaire". LSMS, mimeo.

2/ Martha Ainsworth and Juan Munoz, "The C6te d'Ivoire Living Standards
Survey: Design and Implementation". LSMS Working Paper No. 26. See in
particular the discussion of the adaptation and field test of the
household questionnaire. A complete list of relevant documents, including
the various interviewer and supervisor manuals is presented in Annex I.
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2. THE OBJECTIVES OF THE LIVING STANDARDS SURVEY

The main objective of the Living Standards Survey (LSS) developed by

the Living Standards Measurement Study, is to provide data for evaluating

policies to improve living standards. Accordingly, the questionnaires aim to

measure all major aspects of economic well-being at the household and

community level. The household questionnaire, for example, collects

information on income, consumption, savings, employment, health, schooling,

fertility, nutrition, housing and migration. The survey methodology is

designed to ensure the quality of the data and to produce results on a timely

basis.

In many developing countries the statistical data base for policy

analysis is notoriously weak or non-existent. A second goal, therefore, is to

develop a local capability to conduct living standards surveys that produce on

a timely basis the statistics that the various government agencies and

departments need in order to make informed policy decisions. -

The Scope of The Survey

Obtaining a data base for policy analysis is the major reason why we

measure levels of living. From this objective we derive most of the

guidelines and constraints that should be taken into account when adapting the

questionnaires. For instance, when interested in issues of health and medical

care, we need information on health status, medical care consumption, drug use

/ C6te d'Ivoire - after having conducted the survey for two years as a joint
project with the World Bank - has made the survey a permanent part of its
national statistics program.



and health care expenditures. This is necessary to document the magnitude of

health problems and the actual consumption patterns of medical care.

Information of this type is collected in typical health surveys, usually in

much greater detail. However, to conduct the policy-relevant analytical work,

we also need reliable measures of household income, household composition,

labor market status, home production activities, education levels and school

enrollment, etc. Furthermore we need information on the availability of

health care facilities, the quality of these facilities, and the prices

charged. In a typical health survey, this information is often incomplete or

of poor quality. Information on income, for example, may be based on one or

two questions. The LSS is designed to collect the complete set of information

necessary to do the policy analysis, with equal emphasis on measuring the

"dependent" variables (in this example: health, use of medical care) and the

"explanatory" variables (income, labor market status, prices, availability of

services, etc.).

To facilitate policy analysis, the LSS collects data on a broad

range of living standards measureg. Each module, or section, of the household

questionnaire deals with a different topic that could be the subject of an

entire survey. In adapting the questionnaire to local conditions, it is

important to keep in mind that although the LSS collects information on health

and medical care, it is not a health survey. It collects information on

migration, but it is not meant to be a comprehensive migration survey. It

collects information on agricultural activities, but it is not an agriculture

survey. The LSS aims at collecting the most relevant information on all major

aspects of a household's level of living, but topic-specific surveys are

likely to collect more information on the one aspect for which they were
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designed. For instance, a typical health survey is likely to include blood

tests and other medical examinations. An agriculture survey is likely to

actually measure the lot size, and to test the quality of the soil. The LSS

trades topic-specific detail for comprehensiveness in obtaining information of

all major aspects of levels of living. It is anticipated that this trade-off

produces a data-base that in total is much more important than the sum of it's

components. Early experience with the analyses of LSS-data indicates that

this goal has been reached.

The LSS does measure the magnitude of certain living standards

problems but its major objective is to aid in policy analysis. Consequently,

the household questionnaire is comprehensive and, in order to keep the cost

down, is administered on small to medium sized samples. In Cote d'Ivoire only

1,600 households are interviewed each year; in Peru the sample size was

4,800. Conventional surveys aimed at measuring aggregate household

consumption or labor market activities often have samples of over 10,000

households. They aim at precise measurement of the one issue for which they

are designed, but they do not collect the full scope of information necessary

for policy analysis. If precise measurement is the main objective of the

survey, the size of the sample should receive great weight, which almost

always means a trade-off with other aspects of the survey, such as the

comprehensiveness of the data, quality control and timeliness. In some

countries, it may be of policy relevance to know the percentage of population

below the poverty line to two decimal points, for every major city. In many

developing countries, however, the order of magnitude of many social and

economic problems is such that extremely precise national and subnational

measurements should be judged of lesser value than the ability to analyze the
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issue from a problem solving point of view. In what follows we will give

various examples on how the LSS data have already been used for various policy

analyses. In none of these cases did the sample size jeopardize our ability

to analyze the data.

The Quality and Timeliness of the Data

To enhance the policy relevance of the information collected, the LSS

aims to provide quality data in a timely matter. Too often, large scale data

collection efforts produce the data in a form that is usable for analytical

purposes only 5 years or more after the survey takes place. By then, the data

have lost their policy relevance. The LSMS has developed a data management

system that can produce basic statistics within two months after the field

work has been completed. The household questionnaire is almost completely

precoded, eliminating the time-consuming and error-prone coding step. Data

entry is decentralized, so that the data are recorded immediately after being

collected, using micro computers in the field. As they are recorded, the data

are subjected to internal consistency checks. The organization of the survey

makes it possible to reconcile inconsistencies directly with the respondents

in the field. Finally, the survey uses a number of important supervision

tools to guarantee the quality of the data, such as random reinterviews, and

systematic checks on the completed questionnaires in the field.

The Living Standards Questionnaires

The LSS uses three questionnaires: a household questionnaire, a

community questionnaire, and a price questionnaire.
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The household questionnaire collects data on individual-level

variables (demographic characteristics, health, schooling, nutrition,

fertility, labor force participation) and household-level variables (food and

nonfood consumption, family farms and businesses, credit and savings). It is

administered to each household in two interview sessions, or "rounds", two

weeks apart. Each round is actually a series of "mini-interviews" with

individual household members (round 1) or with the household member in charge

of certain activities (round 2). The two round structure provides a

convenient, 2-week reference period for reporting household expenditures

during the second round and an opportunity to submit data collected during the

first round to consistency checks. Any inconsistencies detected during the

first round can then be corrected in the field during round two.

The community questionnaire is administered once in every rural

community. Its purpose is to collect information on local conditions that are

common to all of the households interviewed in the locality (climate, economic

activities, the availability of public services). By linking the community

and household data at the analytic stage we can, for instance, study the use

of various public services by households as a function of the access to and

cost and quality of the services available in the community. Or we can look

at the impact of irrigation projects, extension services and transportation

facilities on agricultural production. Obviously, issues like these are very

important to policy makers concerned about ways to improve the living

conditions of the population.

The price questionnaire is administered once in each locality where

households are being interviewed. It consists of a list of products for which

prices and quantities must be recorded. This information is important in
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comparing living standards of households in different parts of the country.

It can also be important in interpreting results of the household

questionnaire in countries with high inflation.
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3. THE ADAPTATION PROCESS

The "adaptation" of a questionnaire involves much more than the

translation of the questionnaire into a local language and the addition of

country-specific response categories. The first stage involves broad

consultations with policy makers. This stage of the process will determine

how useful the information will be to policy analysts. It will also

familiarize potential users of the data with the type of information to be

collected and its potential uses. The second stage involves a thorough field

test of all survey instruments (the household, community and price

questionnaires) in enough households and communities to be sure that one can

collect the desired information in a variety of circumstances.

Making the Questionnaires Relevant to Policy

In order to successfully adapt the LSS questionnaires, one has to

consult with government officials, policy advisors, local officials and others

involved in designing and evaluating policies on the topics on which the LSS

collects information. This consultancy stage is extremely important because

it identifies which policy issues can be readily addressed once the data are

in hand. Of course this does not imply that it will be possible to address

all issues of interest to all potential users of the data. The questionnaire

is so rich in terms of potential policy relevant analytical work, that. it is

virtually impossible to anticipate all the use that can be made of it.

However, proper consultations with the relevant persons will focus the various

parts of the questionnaire to issues of immediate policy relevance, often by

adding just one or two simple questions (do you live in government subsidized
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housing?") or by making other questions more specific ("have you received

agricultural extension services from agency A?")

Since forming a base for policy formulation and evaluation is the

main goal of the LSS, the questionnaires should first of all focus on the

effects of existing policies aimed at affecting living standards. Irrigation

projects, credit for small farmers, providing electricity to rural areas,

improvements of drinking water, adult literacy programs, health care programs,

the distribution of free or subsidized fertilizers, special facilities to help

small entrepreneurs, food subsidies, grants for higher education and a host of

other government programs are examples of such policies. Questions measuring

the use of these services or benefits from these programs should appear

throughout the questionnaires. This information is critical in evaluating who

is benefiting from current government programs, a major interest of policy.

The questionnaires should also measure expenditures on public services and

competing private services. This is a direct input into analyzing government

pricing policies and the search for alternative financing mechanisms. Thus,

information should be obtained about income and business taxes, school tuition

and scholarships, health care expenditures and expenditures on consumption

items that are currently being taxed.

The last example underscores the importance of keeping policy in mind

while adapting all parts of the questionnaires: The content of sections of

the questionnaire that do not seem to be influenced directly by any specific

policy, is often determined by policy concerns. Consider, for example, the

sections on household consumption and individual labor market activities. For

measuring household consumption one has to decide on how to aggregate the

thousands of possible consumption items into a relatively small set of
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relevant groups. Of course, current consumption patterns should have a major

influence on the final choice on the grouping of consumption items. But from

a policy point of view it is important to distinguish between taxed and non-

taxed consumption items and between subsidized and non-subsidized items,

between imported and domestic items and between items that are sold at a

government-controlled price (or are potential candidates) and free market

items. For measuring labor market activities one has to overcome a whole set

of difficult conceptual problems. But from a policy point of view it is

important to know whether the person works for a private, semi-private or

public employer, whether he or she receives retirement payments, sick-leave or

any other fringe benefits, whether the work place is unionized or not and

whether any minimum wage legislation applies. In sum, one wants to document

whether the worker is employed in a place where government and other policies

and restrictions apply and what they are.

An additional way of making the questionnaires more relevant to

policy is by identifying areas or groups of households that will be the target

of new policies. Whether or not the LSS will be able to do so depends heavily

on the consultation with policy makers during the adaption stage of the

project.

Field Testing the Questionnaires

Once the questionnaires have been adapted to reflect local policy

needs, they must be subjected to an extensive field test. During the field

test, which lasts about 2-3 weeks, a team of experienced field workers and

senior staff familiar with the objectives of the survey ask part or all of the
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household questionnaire of as many as a hundred households of different

socioeconomic backgrounds in different parts of the country.

The goal of the field test is to ensure that the questionnaire is

capable of collecting the information it is intended to collect. The field

test must address this issue from several different levels:

o At the level of the household questionnaire as a whole, is the full

scope of the desired information being collected? Is every section

of the questionnaire responding to the policy needs of the survey?

Is the information collected in all parts of the questionnaire

internally consistent?

o At the level of specific sections of the questionnaire, have all

major activities been included? All major living arrangements,

agricultural activities, sources of in-kind and cash income?

o At the level of individual questions, is the question clear under all

circumstances? Does it lead to unambiguous responses? Are there

alternative interpretations of a question? Have all responses been

anticipated?

The field test should also be used to test the procedures that will

be used during the survey, to highlight those parts of the questionnaire that

need to be emphasized during the training and to collect information to be

included in the interviewer and supervisor manuals.
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Because the survey aims to measure living standardsj it is critical

that the household questionnaire be tested in households representing all

major economic, geographic, ethnic and occupational groups. Failure to

anticipate the sources of income, the types of expenditure or other

characteristics of specific groups on the household questionnaire can lead to

false conclusions regarding the living standards and economic prospects of

these groups.

How many households should be contacted during the field test? As

many as necessary to thoroughly test all parts of the questionnaire. Since no

one household is sufficiently diversified to have responses for all parts of

the questionnaire, it will often be necessary to seek out different types of

households or different individuals to test certain sections. In C6te

d'Ivoire, for example, we interviewed unemployed persons applying for jobs in

the Department of Statistics to test the questions destined for the unemployed

persons in Section 5 of the household questionnaire. To test the section on

non-farm self-employment we contacted small businesses directly. Here are

examples of the types of households or individuals to be contacted for some

sections:

o Housing: homeowners, renters and squatters in urban and rural areas;

households residing in single and multi-family units.

0 Employment: self-employed farmers, self-employed businessmen,

employees, unemployed persons, homemakers, children.
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o Farming: subsistence farmers, cash crop farmers, share-croppers,

landowners with sharecroppers, households that raise livestock.

o Business: providers of services (barbershops, restaurants),

merchants (food and non-food), manufacturers (carpenters,

blacksmiths, handicrafts workers), small (one person) and large

(several person) businesses with and without employees, businesses

that are in a fixed location and those that move from place to place,

fishermen (who are considered self-employed in this questionnaire).

In Cote d'Ivoire over 80 households were contacted during the field

test. The household questionnaire was tested in six villages, a small town

and two cities chosen to represent the major economic and climatic zones: the

coast (fishing, oil palm and rubber plantations); the eastern cocoa and coffee

growing area; the central and northern Savanna, both with subsistence

agriculture and (in the north) cattle raising; and high, middle and low-income

neighborhoods in the major urban centers (Abidjan and Bouake). Both

individual sections and the entire questionnaire were tested. In Peru, the

household questionnaire was tested in 90 households in Lima, urban and rural

areas of the coastal zone, the Andes mountains and the Amazonian jungle.

Given the critical importance of the field test to the outcome of the

survey, it is essential that senior staff be present in the field at all times

to assess the quality of the results and, when necessary, to make changes in

the questionnaire. It may be necessary to completely redesign some parts of

the questionnaire; clearly this can only be done by those who are familiar

with the objectives and policy needs addressed by the survey. And it is not
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sufficient to revise the questionnaire in the office after the field test.

All modifications must be tested in the field. In fact, it is useful to take

more than one version of an experimental section of the questionnaire on the

field test.

During the field test, team members should meet regularly to assess

the performance of different parts of the questionnaire. Some parts can be

checked for internal consistency. For instance, do the expenditures of family

businesses compare favorably with reported income?

Finally, though the household questionnaire is by far the most

complicated of the three, the community questionnaire and the price

questionnaire should also be tested in various parts of the country.
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4. GUIDELINES FOR ADAPTING THE HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE

This section provides guidelines on modifications in the Living

Standards household questionnaire to make it relevant to local conditions and

policy interests.

4.1 General Guidelines

Translation of the Questionnaire Into Local Languages

At an early stage, an important decision has to be made about the

language(s) in which the questionnaire will be produced and administered. It

is always best that a respondent be interviewed in his or her native tongue,

because translation difficulties can lead to misinterpretation of the question

and answer. Ideally, the LSMS household questionnaire would be produced and

administered in all the relevant mother tongues of a country. In countries

such as Peru, where one language (Spanish) is almost universally spoken, this

recommendation is not problematic.

In many African countries, however, the national language is not

the mother tongue of any group. Many people do not speak the national

language, especially among the poorest and most disadvantaged households.

There are sometimes many local languages, none of which is widely spoken. It

is impossible to recruit interviewers who speak them all. Even in the case

that an indigenous language is spoken by a large number of people, it often is

not a written language. To produce a questionnaire in that case would require

transcribing the language into a readable form and training interviewers to

read it. Additional constraints are imposed by the organization of the living
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standards survey that calls for small groups of interviewers to work

intensively in a geographic zone. It is unlikely that interviewers in any one

zone would be capable of administering the questionnaire in all languages.

This is more or less the situation in C6te d'Ivoire, where the

national language, French, is not universally spoken. There are some 80 local

languages, none of them spoken by as much as half of the population. The

survey needed only 10 interviewers to interview 1,600 households over the

entire country. The questionnaire was produced only in French. Interviewers

were assigned to parts of the country based on their linguistic abilities.

When the interviewers were unable to communicate directly in French or in a

local language with the respondent, they enlisted local volunteers to assist

in the translation. This compromise has obviousi disadvantages: inconsistent

and possible inaccurate translations by interviewers and local translators;

loss of confidentiality of the responses when local translators are used; and

a substantially longer interview, as questions and answers are repeated in the

course of translating.

In deciding whether to produce the questionnaire in a local language,

at least three considerations are important:

o What proportion of households is affected?

0 Is the language a written language?

0 Can interviewers be recruited who speak and read the language?
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Clearly, if half or more of the households speak a particular

language the questionnaire should be produced in that language, even if it

entails transcription and special training of the interviewers. It is

difficult to offer specific guidelines here. To maintain the quality of the

survey, however, it is recommended that the questionnaires be produced in as

many local languages as necessary and feasible, given staffing and financial

constraints.

When the questionnaire is to be produced in more than one language,

the translation of the prototype questionnaires should be done before the

field test. The questionnaire should be tested in all languages. It is

important, however, that in modifying the various translations the content of

the questionnaires remain consistent. A useful exercise after the field test

is to ask native speakers who did not participate in the field test to

"translate back" the local language versions into a common language and

compare them. Even if the questionnaire will not be produced in local

languages, it is possible to improve the performance of the interviewers by

translating key words in various parts of the questionnaire for the

interviewers' use. The translation of certain parts of the questionnaire into

Quechua was part of the training for interviewers assigned to Quechua-speaking

regions of Peru. The logical time to develop instructions for translation is

during the field test.

The Format of the Household Questionnaire

The questionnaire format minimizes the decisions made in the field by

interviewers. This encourages consistency among interviewers and is aimed at

reducing nonsampling errors. There are two key features in this respect:
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1. Every question is written exactly as it is supposed to be agked by the

interviewer. Lower case instructions are to be read aloud to the

respondent; upper case instructions are instructions to the interviewer or

are response categories, not to be read to the respondent.

2. The skip pattern is clearly marked on the questionnaire. There is no

ambiguity about who is supposed to respond to a section or where to go

when a question or section has been completed. Skip instructions are

denoted by an arrow, >>, followed by the number of a question, part or

section of the questionnaire to proceed to. When enclosed in parentheses

(>>) the skip instruction pertains to the response immediately preceding

it. When enclosed in a box, />>7, the instruction applies to all

responses to a question.

This design, in addition to the checks performed by the data entry

program, has produced remarkably high quality data in both C6te d'Ivoire and

Peru.

The order of the sections takes into consideration the following

principles:

1. The household roster must come first in order to identify persons to

be interviewed. All individual information is obtained during the

first round, in order to submit the data to consistency checks and

correct them during the second round.
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2. The housing sections (2 and 8) are asked during round one because this

is when the interviewer must establish what constitutes the lodging

for the purposes of household definition.

3. The expenditure sections are left for round two because the time

between the two rounds is used as a reference period for reporting

expenditure.

4. Potentially sensitive sections, such as fertility and savings and

credit, are placed in round two of the survey.

Adapting Specific Questions

The first, most obvious type of adaptation is at the level of

individual questions. This includes finding the appropriate response codes

and item lists such as: the grades of schooling and diplomas in the schooling

section; the codes for geographic zones in the household roster and the

migration section; the codes for occupation and industry in the employment

section; the list of crops in the agriculture section; the types of health

facilities and personnel in the health section; the list of other income

sources and savings institutions; the list of consumption items in the food

and nonfood expenditure sections.

In some cases, questions in the prototype questionnaire can simply be

dropped. For example, there may be no minimum wage legislation, no

unemployment compensation program or no sharecropping arrangements. In other

cases, there may be obvious questions to add because of particular services,

institutions or policy needs that were not foreseen in the prototype
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questionnaire. If there are public or private family planning services

available, questions on the use of such services should be added to the

fertility section of the household questionnaire. These modifications,

additions and subtractions of specific questions can be made in consultation

with policymakers before the field test of the questionnaire.

Another type of question-specific adaptation is the modification of

wording so that the questions can be better understood. Some of the questions

may seem long and complicated. This is intended to ensure that the

interviewers probe for all of the possibilities. They often break up these

longer questions into smaller questions more easily understood by the

respondents. The wording can be simplified on the questionnaire by breaking

questions into many smaller questions with yes/no answers, or by asking one

simple question and training the interviewers (or reminding them elsewhere in

the questionnaire) to probe for all of the contingencies. Modifications of

wording are best dealt with during the field test.

Revising Entire Sections

A second level of adaptation is at the level of an entire section of

the questionnaire. Many of the sections are generic -- this includes all

sections in the first round (Sections 1-8), the fertility section and the

sections on other income and savings and credit. These should not require any

fundamental changes in design. The sections that may require important

modifications are: agriculture (Section 9); non-farm self-employment (Section

10); and food and nonfood expenditures (Sections 12, llA and llB).

Expenditure and income questions in other sections of the questionnaire may

also require modification, especially if inflation is a problem.
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The agriculture section will need basic changes to reflect local

agricultural institutions and technologies. The questionnaires used in C6te

d'Ivoire and Peru have notably different approaches to this section (see

below). In deciding what changes and additions are necessary, it is important

to keep in mind the objectives of the section: to measure income, expenditure

and assets related to agricultural activities. It is not an objective of the

agriculture section to measure crop yields or to be able to estimate crop-

specific production functions. The non-farm self-employment section captures

the income, expenditure and assets related to non-agricultural family

businesses. Many businesses in developing countries do not keep books

detailing their expenditures and receipts. Measuring the net income from

these businesses is especially difficult. There is a tendency for self-

employed businessmen to underestimate their income because the receipts are

often spent immediately for household purposes. Careful attention should be

paid to this section during the field test of the questionnaire to be sure

that all income is being captured.

If the country under consideration is prone to high levels of annual

inflation, several parts of the questionnaire may require major revision.

Sections 11 and 12 collect expenditure information for the last 12 months. In

the presence of high inflation it will be difficult to compare the welfare of

households unless expenditures and income data can be appropriately

adjusted. This problem was encountered in Peru, where annual inflation was

close to 100 percent during the year of the survey. There are various

options, such as dating the last purchase and asking how often in the last 12

months the purchase was made, or reducing the reporting period to the last 3
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months instead of the last 12 months. The Peruvian questionnaire is helpful

in deciding how to deal with this problem.

All of these major modifications require substantial field testing.

If necessary, several different versions of a section can be field tested at

the same time.

4.2 Topic Specific Guidelines

In this part, we discuss the contents and performance of the

different sections (modules) of the household questionnaire. We will

highlight parts of the questionnaire that have worked particularly well in

addition to those that could use more testing or that may require major

country-specific adaptation. We will illustrate points about specific

questions with results from the C6te d'Ivoire and Peru surveys to date.

Round One

On the whole, we have been very satisfied with the performance of the

first eight sections of the household questionnaire, asked during the first

round. Most of these sections collect data on the characteristics of

individual household members -- the household roster, schooling, health,

economic activities and migration. There are also two sections dealing with

housing for the household as a whole -- one of which is a series of questions

for the respondent and one of which is actual measurement of the housing and

observations of the quality of housing by the interviewer.
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Section 0

The purpose of this section is administrative. Instructions are

detailed in the C6te d'Ivoire supervisor manual. The interviewer is also

requested to note the ethnic group and religion of the head of household.

Both of these items can be sensitive and thus the interviewer is left to

ascertain them as he/she sees fit. In many countries, however, they are not

sensitive and could be asked directly of all persons on the household roster

(e.g. in Section 1).

Section 1: Household Roster

The Household Roster has three purposes: (1) to identify household

members; (2) to obtain basic demographic information on household members and

other persons residing with the household at the time of the interview; and

(3) to link household members with their spouses and parents.

The household is defined as all persons who lodged and ate together

for a least three of the 12 months preceding the survey. By using a 3-month

definition, there may be some double-counting: a person could technically

belong to 3 or 4 different households. The 3-month cut-off is used so that

children who are away at school for 9 months of the year will be included in

their originating households. At the analytical stage, it is easy to redefine

household membership in whatever fashion necessary, since the actuaL number of

months not living in the household is recorded in the questionnaire.

Note that the question that ascertains whether or not the person is a

household member is asked in the negative -- "How many months were you

away..?" -- because it is generally easier for respondents to count the months

absent than the number of months present.
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The household roster, therefore, lists all persons who usually eat

and lodge with the household and any visitors that may be present the day of

the interview. The next table shows the sensitivity of household membership

to the length of residence in C6te d'Ivoire.

Sensitivity of Household Membership
to the Length of Residence

Percent of Individuals
on the Roster who Slept/ Cumulative
Ate in Household for: Abidjan Other Urban Rural Total Total

12 Months 69.31 72.34 79.01 75.63 75.63
9 - 11 Months 15.73 13.01 7.24 10.20 85.83
6 - 8 Months 2.86 3.72 3.80 3.60 89.43
3 - 5 Months 3.89 4.35 4.70 4.47 93.90
0 - 2 Months 8.21 6.52 5.25 6.11 100.00

Once a person is identified as not belonging to the household (based

on the survey's definition of a household) no additional information will be

collected on this person. It is thus extremely important at this stage to use

a household definition that guarantees that the resulting sample is

representative for the entire population. For example, lodgers and live-in

servants are not included as household members because they are technically

separate households with their own incomes and expenditures that are not

shared with their hosts. Since they may live and eat with their hosts, they

may be unlikely to be enumerated as separate households, however. This means

that they may be undersampled. It is critically important that such

conceptual issues of household definition be resolved before the sampling

operation, and that consistency be maintained.
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Part B of Section 1 collects schooling and occupational information

on non-resident parents of household members. Information for parents living

in the household is already contained in the other sections of the

questionnaire. Parental schooling and occupation are important explanatory

variables in many analyses; it is thus important to have this data for the

parents of all household members.

Sections 2 and 8: Housing

The housing section (Section 2) has four main objectives: (1) to

measure expenditures on housing and utilities; (2) to measure use of public

services (housing, utilities); (3) to serve as a basis for imputing the rental

value of owner-occupied housing; and (4) to collect direct information on the

quality of housing which is a major household asset and a direct indicator of

living standards. Section 8 of the questionnaire, in which the interviewer

actually measures the dimensions of the housing unit, complements this section

and is an essential input to the third objective of imputing a rental value to

owner-occupied housing.

Section 8 is potentially sensitive; respondents may be reluctant to

allow a stranger to enter and inspect their housing. In some countries, for

example, it will be impossible for male interviewers to measure female

quarters. Because of its potential sensitivity, this is the last section of

the first round, and the interviewer is given the option of measuring the

housing from the inside or outside. He/she is also instructed to stay at the

doorway of some rooms and have the respondent carry the end of the tape

inside. The Cote d'Ivoire survey has experienced remarkably little resistance

in implementing this section. Some wealthy urban households require
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persuasion, but in rural areas the respondents are intrigued by the

measurements and cooperative.

The information on the type of water supply and sewerage used by the

household is valuable by itself, because it describes an important aspect of

the household living conditions. It is also an important policy variable in

the analysis of health and anthropometric data collected elsewhere in the

questionnaire. Two of the questions in Section 2B pose difficulties for

respondents in areas where there is no housing market. These are:

11. "If you wanted to sell this lodging today, how much could you
get for it?"

12. "If you wanted to rent this lodging to someone else, how much
rent could you get for it?"

These questions are difficult to answer for people in rural areas,

since often no housing market exists. Furthermore, respondents may have

problems with hypothetical questions, particularly with respect to the sale of

an ancestral home. These questions are important inputs into estimating the

rental and asset value of housing, but such estimates are generally only made

for urban households. 11 Field tests should determine whether these questions

can be asked to any household, or whether the skip pattern should be arranged

/ The housing information has already been used to analyze the demand for
housing in urban Cote d'Ivoire. See C. Grootaert and J. Dubois, "The
Demand for Urban Housing in C6te d'Ivoire", LSMS-Working Paper No. 25,
1986.
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such that, for instance, only households in urban areas are asked these

questions.

Section 3: Schooling

The schooling section has two parts. The purpose of Part A,

completed for all household members 5 years of age or older, is to measure

self-reported literacy, completed schooling and training and all school-

related expenses over the last 12 months. Detailed schooling expenditures are

collected to ensure complete recall of all expenditures and to permit analysis

of the components of education expenditure.

Time use information is also collected in Part A for currently

enrolled students. This information, along with the time use and income data

for children recorded in other parts of the questionnaire, can be used to

analyze the economic role of children in the household and the tradeoffs

between investing in schooling and keeping children at home for work.

In part B, the schooling of all nonresident children of household

members is recorded, in order to include children who have completed schooling

and moved away in the evaluation of total household investment in education.

The information in this section can be used to analyze government

education policies and how they affect income, labor force variables, health,

fertility and farm and business productivity. The schooling section thus has

important links with virtually all other sections of the questionnaire. In

general, the section will not need major modifications, other than inserting

the correct codes to represent the country's education system.
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There are three parts of the schooling section which, depending on

specific policy interests, may be desirable to expand. First, if technical

schooling is of interest, questions 6 to 9 could be modified to get more

detail. Questions 6, 7 and 10 could be rephrased to ask only about general

education. This would be followed by question 8 (whether any technical or

professional training was received) and information on the specific level,

type of technical training, and diploma. The questions should be asked as

precisely as possible, with specific reference to all levels and types of

training available in the country. If there are government programs targeted

at specific groups, they should be included.

The treatment of apprentices may be especially important. Questions

4 and 5 ascertain the individual's current apprenticeship status and the

number of years of apprenticeship. If the person is currently an apprentice,

the trade of apprenticeship is reflected in the employment section of the

questionnaire (Section 5). If the person was once an apprentice but is no

longer, the prototype questionnaire does not collect information on the trade

of apprenticeship. Thus, if this is an area of key interest, an additional

question could be inserted in Section 3A, after question 5, about the trade of

the apprenticeship.

Finally, further detail could be collected on schooling expenditures

for nonresident children by adding between questions 10 and 11 in part B two

questions:

10A. Did anyone in this household send money to .. [ ] .. for his/her
schooling in the last 12 months?

lOB. How much money was sent to ... [ ] ... for his/her schooling in
the last 12 months?
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This additional detail would guarantee that the respondents are

probed for all schooling expenditures in the last 12 months (for members and

nonmembers of the household), and would allow linking of the expenditures for

nonresident children to specific parents in the household. The latter is

important in the study of child fosterage, for example.

There are intentional double-counts of schooling expenditure in the

household questionnaire. In addition to child-specific expenditures in

Section 3, a global figure for total schooling expenditures by all household

members is requested in round two of the questionnaire. Schooling expenditure

should also be reflected in the section on remittances.

The following figure gives one example on how the education data from

Sections 1 and 3 of the questionnaire can be used. It shows the percentage of

children between 6 and 25 years of age enrolled in school, by father's

schooling and area of residence. The figure clearly shows the positive effect

of father's education on child school enrollment. Large differences are also

found between urban and rural areas.

Section 4: Health

The purpose of this section is to identify a recent illness episode

or injury (in the four weeks preceding the survey) and to measure the use of

health services associated with the episode. The use of preventive health

services in the last 12 months is also recorded. The questions in both cases

pertain to the type of services used and their costs in time and money. All

household members respond to this section.
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SCHOOL ENROLLMENT BY RESIDENCY AND FATHER'S EDUCATION LEVEL
(PERCENTAGE ENROLLMENT FOR THE AGE GROUP 6-25 YEARS)

VILLAGES / 1 gt S 5g
Otber Cities X7

ABIOJAN

/ 34 / 5 / 51 / 77 / 92

None Elementary Junior High Senior High University

Father's Education

Source: Preliminary results from the Ivorian survey (first half year data).
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The information requested here is the minimum necessary to analyze

the use of health care facilities; it is not intended to measure all health

care utilization or to measure the incidence of illnesses. Only one illness

or injury is recorded, although an individual may have had more than one in

the last 4 weeks. Only the first health practitioner consulted is recorded,

although conceivably many others could have been consulted. The section could

be expanded to include multiple illnesses and/or injuries and consultations,

if a more comprehensive analysis is critically important. Doing so would

greatly increases the size of the section, however.

There are also questions that measure the duration of the illness or

injury and the work lost. These data allow for the measurement of the

economic loss to society due to illness, by linking them to employment data

collected elsewhere in the questionnaire. In adapting this section the proper

response codes for the country's health care delivery system must be added.

Note that questions regarding health insurance of employees are asked in the

employment section of the prototype questionnaire. If private health

insurance (not employment related) exists, questions on insurance expenditures

should be added to the consumption section, and questions on coverage to the

health section.

The table below presents an example of the use of health data, based

on information from the Peru survey. It shows who was consulted for an

illness or injury in the 4 weeks prior to the survey. Large regional

differences in the type of practitioner consulted are observed. 1/

/ The Ivorian data from the health section are analyzed in Avi Dor and J.
van der Gaag: "The Demand for Medical Care in Developing Countries", LSMS
Working Paper (forthcoming) and in A. Dor, P. Certler and J. van der
Gaag: "Non-Price Rationing for Medical Care; The Case of Cote d'Ivoire",
LSMS, mimeo.
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Distribution of Consultations for an Illness or Injury
in the Last 4 Weeks According to the Health Practitioner
Consulted, by Sex and Place of Residence of the Patient

Peru, 1985

Practitioner Consulted

Health Pharm-
Resident Sex Doctor Official acist Healer Other

Lima Male 86.71 0.13 12.11 0.53 0.53
Metro Female 86.53 0.11 12.03 0.89 0.45

Total 86.61 0.12 12.06 0.72 0.48

Other Male 83.91 1.64 12.32 1.97 0.16
Urban Female 81.72 3.23 12.37 1.88 0.81

Total 82.71 2.51 12.34 1.92 0.52

Rural Male 48.02 25.28 9.32 10.03 7.34
Female 49.40 22.37 10.92 11.98 5.33
Total 48.73 23.78 10.14 11.03 6.31

Total Male 72.70 9.15 11.22 4.19 2.74
Female 73.38 8.07 11.78 4.68 2.09
Total 73.06 8.57 11.52 4.45 2.39

Source: "Peru Living Standards and Informal Sector Survey, Initial Results,
1986", Instituto Nacional de Estadistica-World Bank, Mimeo, 1986, Ana
Maria Arriagada, Kalpana Mehra, Morton Stelcner.

Section 5: Economic Activities

This section collects information on economic activities, income from

these activities and the time use of all household members seven years and

older. The data in this section are essential for analysis of the labor force

and for the computation of individual and household income. Children are

included as respondents because of their potentially important contribution to
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the household work force and income. It is unlikely that major structural

revisions of this section are necessary.

The first part of Section 5A summarizes all activities and directs

the interviewer to the appropriate sequence of parts within the section. The

responses serve as important consistency checks within the section and between

sections 5 and 7 of the questionnaire. The major parts of section 5 cover the

main and secondary job last week and last year (B, C, E, C), a short

employment history (F), the search for additional employment (D) and time

spent doing housework in the last week (H).

The questions on employment are the standard questions for labor

force surveys. Detailed information on employment conditions is collected for

persons who are employees, since many of these conditions are subject to

government policy. Also included are questions pertaining to specific

government programs, such as unemployment insurance, job search agencies, and

minimum wages. There are two reference periods for reporting employment: the

last 7 days and the last 12 months. The shorter reference period is the

international standard for labor force surveys. The longer reference period

is important for getting as accurate as possible a measure of annual household

income. Reliance on a shorter period alone might result in nonreporting of

economically important seasonal activities.

At first glance Section 5 seems long and complex. It is not as long

as it seems, however, because. First, a high proportion of people in

developing countries are self-employed; self-employed persons answer only the

first few questions on employment. Second, most people have only one job, and

the main job last week is the same as the main job last year. Thus, most

respondents do not complete all four employment parts (B, C, E, C). Finally,
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the only parts that every respondent answers are A (summary of activities) and

H (housework).

Once the interviewers became accustomed to the structure and skip

pattern, they encountered very few problems asking Section 5 in Cate d'Ivoire

and Peru. A few observations:

o Respondents occasionally have difficulty reporting the number of

hours worked, and for this reason the number of hours worked per week

is broken into two questions: the number of hours per day and the

number of days per week. Questions on actual as well as on usual

hours were included in Peru, since a respondent may have been ill or

on holiday in the last 7 days. However, for wage earners in Peru,

the correlation between actual and usual hours worked in the past 7

days is 0.95.

O Some self-employed respondents have problems reporting their annual

income. Income from self-employment is more carefully collected

during round two of the survey. The response in Section 5 is

intended as a rough consistency check on the later sections. In some

instances this estimate has helped clear up ambiguities in round two

data. One problem with this question, however, is that it is not

clear whether net or gross income is being reported. It would be

analytically useful to distinguish between the two in this question,

but experience has shown that the concept of net and gross is not

always clear in the mind of the respondents. Field testing should
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determine whether a more precise specification of this question is

feasible, given local conditions.

o When many household members work in a household farm or business, the

income often cannot be attributed to individual household members.

In these cases, it is attributed entirely to the household head,

while other participating household members are reported as working

in a family farm or business for no cash income.

o The parts dealing with the main job last week (B) and last year (E)

have a more extensive list of questions than the parts dealing with

secondary jobs (C and G). One consequence of the skip pattern is

that if the main jQb last year is the same as the secondary job last

week and the individual worked as an employee in the former, certain

information on the value of work benefits and employer

characteristics for the main job last year will not be collected.

This could be fixed by expanding the list of questions on the

secondary job last week (C) to the full set asked of the main job

(B).

The following table shows how data from Section 5 can be used to

describe the labor force status of the population. 1/ The data are from the

Part of the Ivorian labor market data is analyzed in J. van der Caag and
W. Vijverberg, "Wage Determinants in C6te d'Ivoire", LSMS Working Paper,
(forthcoming).
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Labor Force Status of the Population 6 Years Old and Over
(Percentages, See Text for Explanation)

POTENTIAL LABOR FORCE
Total N = 21,880
Male N = 10,772
Female N = 11,108

IN THE LABOR FORCE INACTIVE
Total = 61.8 Total = 38.2
Male = 68.8 Male = 31.2
Female = 55.1 Female = 44.9

EMPLOYED UNEMPLOYED
Total = 97.0 Total = 3.0
Male = 97.1 Male = 2.9
Female= 96.8 Female= 3.2

PAID UNPAID
Total = 52.2 Total = 47.8
Male = 62.4 Male = 37.6
Female = 39.9 Female = 60.1

SALARIED SELFEMPLOYED WORKERS SELF FAMILY
Total = 25.1 Total = 27.1 Total = 3.6 Total = 44.2
Male = 33.1 Male = 29.3 Male = 4.4 Male = 33.3
Female= 15.4 Female= 24.5 Female= 2.7 Female= 57.4

PUBLIC SECTOR PRIVATE SECTOR AGRICULTURE NON-AGRICULTURE
Total = 7.4 Total = 17.7 Total = 10.3 Total = 16.8
Male = 9.3 Male = 23.7 Male = 13.3 Male = 16.0
Female = 5.0 Female = 10.4 Female= 6.8 Female = 17.8

-liii-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Administration State. Enterpr.
Total = 6.1 Total 1.3
Male = 7.4 Male = 1.9
Female = 4.4 Female 0.6

Source: Calculated from Ana Maria Arriagada et al., 1986 op cit.
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Peruvian survey and, among other things, show the importance of so-called

"unpaid" self-employed family workers in the labor force. The potential labor

force in the sample counts 21,880 individuals. Almost 62 percent of them were

actively in the labor force. Three percent of the labor force was unemployed.

The remaining percentages in the table refer to the employed labor force. For

instance, 47.8 percent of the employed are unpaid workers, 25.1 percent

receive a salary and 17.7 percent work in the private sector.

Section 6: Migration

The migration section is asked of all household members aged 15 or

older. Migration of younger persons is not requested, since the migration of

children is presumably linked with the migration of their parents. In some

countries this may not be the case, however, and the age cut-off for

respondents could be lowered.

Migration is important to the study of living standards because it is

one of the ways in which a household can improve its standard of living. Most

government economic and social policies have direct or indirect effects on

internal and international migration. The results of this section are thus

important in the analysis of the impact of various policies on migration of

the labor force.

The migration section collects information about the first move of

each individual's life and the most recent move: the reason for the move, the

area and size of the locality moved from, and the amount of time spent in each

locality. The person's place of birth is recorded on the household roster

(section 1) and thus is not re-asked here.
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Section 7: Respondent for Round Two

The sole purpose of Section 7 is to organize the interviews for round

two of the survey. The section identifies:

o Which sections will be completed during round two.

o Which household businesses will be included if there are more than

three.

o The respondents for the sections of round two, including a randomly

selected woman aged 15-50 to respond to the fertility section.

Round Two

The second round of the questionnaire obtains a complete profile of

the household's consumption, net income from agricultural and non-agricultural

self-employment and net debt. This is the information on the basis of which

one can describe the distribution of income, the composition of household

income, as well as the structure of household consumption.

The second round also collects information on transfers into and out

of the household, durable goods, other sources of income, and fertility of a

randomly selected woman in the household. All but the fertility section

collect household-level data. The fertility section is included in the second

round because of its potential sensitivity.

The second round is more country-specific than the first, and thus

requires closer scrutiny in the field test. The sections that warrant

particular attention are the agriculture section and the section on non-farm

self-employment. In addition, expenditure and income questions throughout
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round two may have to be modified if there is rapid annual inflation in the

country.

Section 9: Agriculture

This section has three general objectives: (1) to measure net income

from household farms and livestock; (2) to measure use of agricultural

services, such as agricultural extension programs, cooperatives and veterinary

services and (3) to measure the value of agricultural assets, such as land,

animals, and equipment. The questions are often asked crop-by-crop, input-by-

input, or (in Peru) plot-by-plot, to help the recall of the respondent. The

data are unlikely to be accurate enough to estimate crop-specific production

functions and this was not one of the objectives of the section.

The agriculture section has 11 parts, covering land (A), crop

production and sales (B), tree crops (C), crop inputs (D), processed crops for

sale (E), livestock (F), livestock products for sale (C), livestock inputs (H

and I), and farm equipment (J and K).

The reference period for this section is the last 12 months. This is

so that the information will conform with the same time period as other income

and expenditure data collected in the questionnaire. This is not the "normal"

cropping year for any particular crop, so the interviewer must insist on the

last 12 months, and all production since the same date one year ago.

Land

The first part (A) of the agriculture section, dealing with

agricultural land, is a good example of the country-specific adaptations of
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the questionnaires in C6te d'Ivoire and Peru. The key information collected

in this part is:

* The amount of land:

- owned and cultivated by the household;

- owned by the household and rented (or loaned) to others;

- owned by the household and not used;

- used by the household and rented (or borrowed) from others;

- purchased, sold, inherited and given away by the household.

* The market sale and rental value of land owned by the household.

* Income from the sale and rental of land owned by the household.

* Expenditure for purchase or rental of land in the last 12 months.

Land is plentiful in many parts of C6te d'Ivoire and is not held by

title. I" In these areas, the person who clears new land farms it. When one

field is exhausted, it is abandoned and another is cleared nearby. The

concepts of land ownership, purchase, and rental are not well defined in such

areas, where there is virtually no land market. Further, many farmers do not

know the exact area cultivated, even in local units.

Since ownership is not well defined, the questions are worded to

measure the land used (not owned) by the household. Questions are included to

find out whether the household has the right to sell or rent out all or part

of the land they are cultivating. Questions about renting are worded to

1/ This is not true in all areas of the country, however.
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include the ceding of land rights. The question on the total value of the

land cultivated is included, although respondents in areas with no land market

have difficulty answering it, and the credibility of their answers has not

been evaluated. The questions are asked with respect to total land area,

including all of the parcels used by household members. Area is estimated to

the nearest hectare; greater precision is not worthwhile, since respondents

generally have very vague ideas of the total area cultivated.

In Peru, on the other hand, land is relatively scarce. Farmers

cultivate on terraced mountain slopes. Land ownership is a universal concept

and in most areas there is a land market. Since they cultivate the same

fields year in and year out, farmers have less difficulty estimating the area

cultivated and are able to report the area of each different parcel

cultivated, in local units.

As a result, the Peruvian land questions are organized quite

differently. First, the interviewer makes a list of all of the parcels

belonging to the household. For each owned parcel, the following information

is obtained:

* Whether the parcel is farmed by the household, rented, out, or used

by sharecroppers;

* The area of the parcel in local units;

* The market sale and rental value of the parcel;

* How the parcel was acquired (bought, inherited, etc.);
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If the parcel was bought, the date of purchase and amount paid.

The interviewer then makes a list of all of the parcels rented or

sharecropped by the household in the last 12 months. The area of each of

these parcels and the value of rental or sharecropper payments in cash and in

kind is recorded. Finally, the interviewer makes a list of all parcels sold

in the last 12 months. For these, the area, the amount received, and the date

of sale are recorded. As an illustration of these data, the next table shows

the distribution of farm size in Peru, for three regions.

Distribution of Farm Size (Hectares) in Peru

SIZE SIERRA FOREST COAST NATIONAL

X of X of Z of Z of
Number Total Number Total Number Total Number Total

0 to 0.99 652 41.0 35 11.1 121 37.5 808 36.2

1 to 1.99 298 18.7 54 17.1 40 12.4 392 17.6

2 to 2.99 165 10.4 29 9.2 44 13.6 238 10.7

3 to 3.99 118 7.4 19 6.0 27 8.4 164 7.4

> 4 358 22.5 178 56.5 91 28.2 627 28.1

Regional 1591 100 315 100 323 100 2229 100

The questionnaires for both countries include land questions of

government policy interest. The Peruvian questionnaire, for example, asks

whether each owned parcel is irrigated. The Ivorian questionnaire asks about

land belonging to cooperatives and land development schemes.
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One lesson learned in the course of the two surveys is that

"sharecropping" is often not perceived in the same way by sharecroppers and

landowners in the two countries. It is very important to explicitly ask about

sharecropped land at the outset, and to anticipate how landowners and

sharecroppers will respond to the remaining parts of the agriculture section,

dealing with crops, inputs, and so on, with respect to the land they sharecrop

or give to sharecroppers. All of the questions dealing with land and crops

must be clearly worded so as to avoid ambiguity about whether sharecropped

land or crops are to be included, and to avoid double-counting of sharecropped

production (sharecroppers and landowners may both report the same crop as

their own production). Clearly, this part of the questionnaire is very

country-specific. Extensive field testing is necessary to obtain a version

that is best suited for the local conditions.

Crops

The second part (B) of the agriculture section gets information on

total crop production and revenue from crop sales. Ideally, we would like to

know the total production of each crop in the last 12 months and how this

production was used -- the amount sold, the amount consumed by the household,

the amount saved for seed, the amount given to laborers, and so forth.

Here again, the information is collected somewhat differently in the

two living standards surveys. In C6te d'Ivoire, many households are engaged

in subsistence production. The field test showed that for most crops grown

and consumed by the household it was extremely difficult and time consuming to

obtain estimates of the total amount produced. Even then, the estimates were

of dubious accuracy. On the other hand, households were able to estimate the
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quantity of each crop that was sold. For cash crops, such as coffee and

cocoa, the quantity sold is usually total production.

The Ivorian questionnaire, therefore, asks for the quantity only if

the crop is sold. All other production is accounted for by asking respondents

about the value of production, not the quantity. The value of crops given as

pay to farm workers, saved for seed, etc., is estimated for each crop in the

agriculture section. The value of home production consumed by the household

is estimated in section 12 of the questionnaire.

In Peru it was possible to ask farmers the total amount of

production, including the amount saved for home consumption, the amount sold,

and the amount used otherwise. The value of home production consumed by the

household is also estimated in section 12 of the Peruvian questionnaire.

A question on the total quantity produced should be included in the

questionnaire field tested in other countries. If it does not yield adequate

results, the Ivorian questionnaire can serve as a model.

The table below presents the percentage of farm households in C6te

d'Ivoire that produce one or more of the following crops: cocoa, coffee,

peanuts, cassava, yams, maize and rice.

Tree Crops

The third part (C) of the agriculture section is an example of a part

responding to country-specific policy needs. Coffee and cocoa are major

export crops of C6te d'Ivoire. A very important factor influencing current

and future production is the age of the trees. They take several years before

they begin producing, reach a peak production, then production declines with

age. The age of tree crops is thus of key policy interest to agricultural
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planners. This section clearly is not relevant to policy needs of most

countries.

Percentage of Farm Households that Produce Selected
Crops (C6te d'Ivoire, 1985)

Crop West Forest East Forest Savanna Total

Cocoa 68.6 57.7 4.9 43.7

Coffee 85.8 53.5 20.9 50.7

Peanuts 13.0 30.5 68.3 38.3

Cassava 74.5 79.8 57.5 71.6

Yams 36.8 75.2 73.8 65.9

Maize 76.2 74.3 85.5 78.2

Rice 79.5 27.2 47.7 45.6

Agricultural Inputs

The parts of the agriculture section dealing with crop and livestock

inputs (D, H, I) have the objectives of: (1) finding out which types of inputs

are used; (2) measuring household expenditures on farm inputs in cash and in

kind; and (3) measuring use of agricultural services, such as agricultural

extension agents, cooperatives, government crop promotion agencies and so

forth. In countries where some inputs are provided free or on credit, it is

important to ask about both the use and purchase of inputs, so the survey can

show who benefits from such government programs.

Crop inputs include seed, fertilizer, compost, insecticides,

transport, packaging, storage, labor (paid and exchange labor) and other
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inputs. Information is sought on a crop-by-crop basis to get complete recall

of all the inputs used on all crops. As mentioned earlier, crop-specific

inputs and yields are unlikely to be accurate enough to calculate crop-

specific production functiong and this is not the purpose of these

questions. Livestock inputs include labor (paid and exchange), feed,

construction of fences and enclosures, inoculations and veterinary services,

transport, commission, and packaging. Contacts with agricultural extension

agents and government crop boards are recorded. The relevant inputs are

somewhat country-specific. As mentioned above, irrigation is an important

input in Peru, but not in C8te d'Ivoire.

There are two important areas where the question on inputs could be

expanded as warranted by the needs of policymakers. First, labor inputs are

measured in terms of mandays (person-days) of labor purchased or exchanged.

If there is policy interest in studying the market for child or female labor,

it may be useful to measure the days or labor provided separately by men,

women and children, and the amount paid for each.

Second, the treatment of farm credit could be expanded. As it now

stands, information on farm credit is included in two places. In part D of

the agriculture section, there are questions as to whether each input used was

obtained on credit, but no details are provided on the amount of terms of the

credit or the source of credit, if private. In Section 15 of the

questionnaire, on savings and credit, there are questions on all outstanding

loans, including agricultural loans. Farm credit could be dealt with more

directly in the agriculture section, so as to capture the specifics of short-

term agricultural lending in the last 12 months. This would include

information on outstanding agricultural loans as well as those already
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repaid. One could also enquire about contacts with public and private farm

lending institutions.

Sale of Processed Agricultural Products

The sale of processed agricultural products based on home production

(crops or livestock) is captured in parts E and G of the agriculture

section. The sale of products processed from purchased agricultural

commodities is classified as a non-farm business and treated in section 10 of

the questionnaire, on non-farm self-employment. The key difference between

the two is that for the former the main inputs are homegrown, while for the

latter they are purchased.

The purpose of the questions is to capture net income from the sale

of processed home production. The questions measure the value of all sales of

processed products in the last 12 months and all transformation costs. It

would be helpful to know the total amount of the agricultural commodity that

was transformed and the total amount of the product sold, in order to

calculate the value added by the transformation. These questions are not

included because the field test in C6te d'Ivoire showed that, as with the crop

questions, quantities of production not directly sold here were difficult to

answer and of dubious accuracy.

We recommend that future surveys add a question to the end of parts E

and G asking for the identification codes of the person(s) in the household

involved in the transformation of crops for sale or in the sale of livestock

products. This would make it possible to attribute part of the income of

household agricultural activities to individual household members. An
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additional question should be field tested to obtain this important

information.

Animals, Equipment and other Farm Assets

The remaining parts of the agriculture section (F, J, K) assess the

value of farm assets and collect expenditure and income data tied to their

purchase and sale. These items are country-specific. Since there are almost

always markets for these types of assets, respondents have had little problem

estimating their value. If the rate of annual inflation is low, actual income

and expenditure from these assets should be reported. In Peru, with high

inflation, the respondent is asked to evaluate at current prices the assets

bought or sold in the last 12 months. For example, the question:

"How much did you receive from the sale of your sheep in the last 12
months?"

is rephrased as:

"If you sold this same number of sheep today as you did in the last
12 months, how much could you get for them?"

Section 10: Non-Farm Self-Employment

The purpose of this section is to measure the net income of the

household from non-farm businesses run or owned by members of the household

and to evaluate the assets of these businesses. Several characteristics of

the businesses, such as the number of employees and the type of locale, are
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also collected for purposes of analyzing their type of structure. As noted

above, non-farm businesses include alL household businesses except those based

solely on home agricultural production. The latter are treated in the

agriculture section.

Section 10 collects information on up to three businesses; this was

enough to cover almost all household businesses in both C6te d'Ivoire and

Peru. Income from all businesses is also reported by the persons in charge of

them in section 5, on economic activities. There is thus an important

consistency check between this section and section 5, and an estimate of the

income derived from additional businesses (over the third).

There are four parts to section 10: general information (A);

expenditures (B); revenues (C); and assets (D). All of the parts are

completed for one business before interviewing the person in charge of the

next business. Note that the ID code of the person in charge of the business

(the respondent) is recorded. This helps in attributing income to individual

household members.

The challenge of this section is to obtain a certain set of

information, using the same questions, from a diverse group of businesses,

such as vendors, merchants, carpenters, tailors, restaurant owners, and

handicrafts manufacturers. The questions are kept as general as possible. It

is important to familiarize interviewers with the objectives of the section so

that they can explain the sense of the questions in terms of the diverse types

of businesses they are likely to encounter.

This section has undergone considerable modification in the field.

Expenditure information (part B) is collected before revenues (part C) because

preliminary analyses of data from Cote d'Ivoire indicated a tendency for
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respondents to underestimate their revenues when these parts are reversed.

Accurate revenue information is still difficult to obtain because most of

these businesses are small, no written records are kept and the receipts are

spent almost as soon as they are received. A women selling meatpies may give

the money she earns to her children at midday to buy lunch and may spend the

remainder at the market in the afternoon buying food for the household and

ingredients for tomorrow's meat pies.

Because of this problem, during the first year of the Cote d'Ivoire

survey, a large percentage of family businesses were reporting negative net

income on an earlier version of the questionnaire. This is problematic not

only because the income of the businesses is obviously underestimated, but it

means that household income is also being underestimated. During the second

year of the Cote d'Ivoire survey, questions were added to Part C to deal with

the mingling of household expenditures and business income. Preliminary

results show that a more realistic proportion of businesses -- about 90

percent -- now show positive net income. For Peru, where the distinction

between gross and net revenue was made more precise, the problem seems less

severe; preliminary data indicate that over 70 percent of family businesses

show positive net profits.

The reference period for reporting revenues is the period since the

first round of the survey for businesses operating during that period, or the

last 4 weeks of operation for inactive businesses. The expenditure questions

ask for the amount spent the last time a purchase was made and the frequency

of purchase. The Peru questionnaire, in order to deal with inflation, also

obtained the month of the last expenditure.

There is one additional modification that may be warranted. A

question could be added to record the ID codes of all of the household members
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participating in the business. The natural place for this question is in Part

C after question 4:

4A: "How many of these persons are members of your household?"

4B: "Which members of your household worked or helped in this
business?"
(RECORD THE ID CODES OF UP TO 3 PERSONS, INCLUDING
CHILDREN WHO HELPED)

Section 11: Non-Food Expenditures

Household consumption is one of the key variables a living standards

survey. Total household consumption is a major indicator of a household's

level of well-being. A consumption measure of welfare has two advantages over

an income measure. First, when labor markets are dominated by agricultural

and non-agricultural self-employment activities, total household income is

very difficult,to measure. Secondly, consumption is likely to fluctuate less

than income and thus can serve as a more reliable indicator of a household's

long-term level of well-being.

The composition of household consumption offers further insight into

the living conditions of a household, the focus often being on food and non-

food budget shares. It also provides the information necessary to make

region-specific price indices. Furthermore, if changes in the prices of

household consumption goods are anticipated (either as a result of market

forces or tax or subsidy policies) information about the composition of

household consumption helps to identify households most affected by such price

changes.
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"Consumption" includes household expenditures, in-kind income

consumed by the household, consumption of home production and consumption of

services from durable goods. Examples of in-kind income that need to be

included in a household's total consumption measure are: food distributed at

school, housing subsidies related to employment, food or other commodities

received as pay for services rendered and commodities received in exchange for

other commodities. Many of these items are not collected in the nonfood

consumption expenditure section. For instance, housing subsidies can better

be collected in the housing section, and the value of food received as pay for

work is collected in the employment section.

In addition to consuming in-kind income received by household

members, households can consume home-grown produce without any cash

transactions. In many developing countries, the value of home-grown produce

consumed by the household exceeds cash expenditures on food. Using

expenditures alone as a measure of consumption would seriously underestimate a

household's welfare level.

Finally, households also consume the services of their durable

goods. It would be unrealistic to assume that someone who buys a car or a

television set completely "consumes" these goods in the 12 month period

following their purchase. Households consume the services from durable goods

over the life of the goods, which can be several years.

Section 11 deals only with expenditures on non-food consumption items

and durables. Its main objective is to provide the information necessary to

construct a household's total annual expenditures on these commodities.

Section 12 deals with the measurement of food expenditures and the value of

home-grown produce. Transfers are not considered a consumption item, but
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questions on transfers are included to get a complete picture of cash

transactions.

Two important considerations must be taken into account in the design

of Section 11. First, it is important to work with relatively short recall

periods for expenditures. With the exception of large and infrequent

expenditures (e.g. a house or a car), one cannot expect households to remember

all their expenditures during the last year, or even during the last 3

months. The LSS is structured in such a way that consumer expenditures are

measured "since the interviewer's last visit", i.e. between the first and the

second rounds, a period of two weeks.

Though a two-week recall period has the advantage of making it easier

for the respondent to remember his expenditures, it has the disadvantage that

items that are bought infrequently are often missed. At the aggregate level,

a 2 week recall period can capture average spending on all items, regardless

of how frequently they are purchased. However, for use of household

consumption as a welfare measure in policy analysis we need a measure of

annual consumption for each household. With only a two week reference period,

expenditures on infrequently purchased items will not be captured for most

households. Therefore, two recall periods are used: (1) the time lapsed

since the first round of the survey (usually a two-week period); and (2) the

last 12 months. For items generally purchased on a daily basis, information

for only the first reference period is obtained (part A). For items purchased

less frequently, questions are asked with respect to both reference periods

(part B). This will allow us to measure with precision expenditure patterns

during the past two weeks, as well as to construct annual expenditure data.
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A second potential problem in measuring consumption expenditures is

inflation. With high annual inflation, the 12 month reference period can lead

to erroneous conclusions. One option is to ask respondents for the dates of

all infrequent purchases and the amount paid. Another option is to ask for

expenditures over a period of time shorter than a year, but longer than two

weeks, in order to capture at least some of the expenditure on infrequently

purchased items. The Peruvian survey had two reference periods -- two weeks

for items purchased regularly and 3 months for all other items. Using city-or

village-specific price data for each quarter (obtained from the community

questionnaire or other sources), annual (inflation adjusted) household

expenditures can be constructed for each household.

It is important to note that several important nonfood expenditures

are collected in other parts of the questionnaire and not re-asked in section

11. The most important of these are rent, housing payments and payments for

utilities. They are collected in section 2. There are also some intentional

double-counts. Schooling expenditure by the household over the last 12 months

is collected for each household member who attended school in Section 3. In

section 11, schooling expenditure should include all expenses in Section 3, as

well as schooling expenditure by the household on non-household members.

Likewise, expenditure on health care related to one illness is collected for

each person in Section 4. The expenditure on health reported in section 11

should include this amount plus all other medical expenditure for the last 12

months. Expenditures made for household farm or non-farm business activities

are not supposed to be included in section 11. However, expenditures on other

items, such as social security tax, can be added to section 11, as

appropriate.
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As an example of the use of data from this section we show in the

next table the ownership of durables in C6te d'Ivoire, by quintiles of total

household expenditures, and by region. A remarkably high percentage of

households own television sets. Note the high proportion of low-income and

rural households owing bicycles.

Ownership of Durables by Consumption Quintile and Regions
(Percentage of Households)

All Cate Quintiles
d'Ivoire 1 2 3 4 5

Sewing Machine 28.3 13.2 23.1 27.2 38.1 40.2
Refrigerator 27.1 5.9 9.8 19.8 38.9 61.1
Fan 26.1 5.5 10.0 23.2 38.6 53.1
Radio 26.8 19.1 28.7 23.1 28.3 34.6
Radio/Cassette Player 52.2 38.1 42.9 53.6 54.7 71.6
Television 34.5 9.3 15.4 29.9 59.2 68.7
Bicycle 36.3 55.7 49.1 31.2 25.3 20.4
Automobile 12.0 2.1 3.1 4.0 13.5 37.2

All Cate Other West East
d'Ivoire Abidjan Urban Forest Forest Savanna

Sewing Machine 28.3 40.5 44.6 12.4 29.8 7.8
Refrigerator 27.1 58.5 51.2 1.9 16.6 1.2
Fan 26.1 51.9 55.9 0.7 12.6 3.0
Radio 26.8 34.1 30.3 20.7 32.8 12.4
Radio/Cassette Player 52.2 59.5 65.7 48.7 46.7 38.7
Television 34.5 74.8 61.7 9.9 15.7 6.6
Bicycle 36.3 4.6 24.0 28.2 48.5 73.3
Automobile 12.0 26.2 18.0 3.6 9.6 0.5

Source: P. Glewwe, The Distribution of Welfare in the Republic of Cate d'Ivoire,
World Bank, LSMS Working Paper (forthcoming).
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Section 12: Food Expenditure and Consumption of Home Production

The two parts of this section have the objective of obtaining a

complete measure of the value of food consumption of the household for the

last 12 months. The first part obtains food expenditure for two reference

periods since the first round of the survey (about 2 weeks) and in the last 12

months. These reference periods are identical to those in the nonfood

expenditure section. The second part obtains the value of consumed home

production for the last 12 months.

The two-week recall period should provide accurate data on a

household's food expenditures. However, in most cases it would be wrong to

multiply these expenditures by 26 in order to obtain yearly data, since many

food items are only consumed during certain times of the year. The 12-month

recall period is included to capture this seasonal variation. It is based on

the assumption that within seasons it is possible to report "average"

consumption of foods per day, week or month. The respondent is asked during

how many months of the year the household purchased a specific food item.

Often the answer is 12, i.e. this food is consumed throughout the year.

However, some items are consumed during 1 or 2 months only, or even just once

a year (e.g. on a specific religious holiday). The interviewer records the

number of months cited by the respondent and asks how frequently the food was

purchased during these months, and about how much was "typically" spent for

each purchase.

This approach is feasible because when there is no refrigeration, the

household must shop frequently for small quantities of many food items.

Staples that do not require refrigeration (rice, maize, millet, sugar) are

often purchased in bulk; the amounts of these less frequent purchases are
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fairly easily recalled. A comparison of annual food expenditures calculated

on the basis of the two-week recall period and on the basis of the 12 month

"typical" expenditure gives overall results that are within 4 percent of each

other for C6te d'Ivoire. A closer look at these results reveals that for more

than half of the food items, over half of the households cited actual

expenditures in the last 2 weeks as typical for any 2 weeks in the year. For

many items, however, this was not the case, which shows the importance of

using two recall periods to capture infrequent or seasonal expenditures.

Food produced and consumed by the household constitutes 80 to 90

percent of total food consumption in some areas where subsistence farming is

the major economic activity. It is obviously of great importance to obtain an

accurate measure of the value of home-grown produce, and seasonality again

causes a measurement problem that has to be dealt with. The solution is the

same as for food expenditures. Respondents are asked about the number of

months particular home-produced food items are consumed by the household. The

average frequency of consumption of home production and the market value of a

typical amount consumed are requested. Field experience indicates that most

respondents are well aware of the market value of their home-grown produce,

and no major problems are encountered in completing this part of the

questionnaire.

Because of the inflation problem, food expenditures were collected

only for the two-week period in Peru. Consumption of home production was

collected for the last 3 months. Respondents were asked to report the

frequency of consumption of each home-produced food item in the last 3 months

and to estimate the value in current prices of the amount they consumed each

time. This compromise means that the Peruvian survey will probably obtain
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somewhat less accurate measures of annual food consumption than the Ivorian

survey.

The household questionnaire does not collect any information on the

quantity of food purchased or consumed. Actually weighting the food items

brought into the home would add to the time and complexity of the survey and

could involve returning to households at different times of the year. From an

analytical point of view it would be extremely useful to know the quantities

consumed of certain items, notably those subject to government pricing

policy. In some cases it is possible to get a rough estimate of the quantity

consumed by working backward from the price questionnaire total expenditures

could be divided by the market price collected for each cluster.

The list of food and non-food items in Section 11 and 12 of the

questionnaire should be comprehensive. The results of consumption surveys

previously conducted in the country are invaluable in determining this list.

Items that are or are likely to become subject to government policies (pricing

policies, rationing, taxes or subsidies) should be listed separately.

Imported and domestically produced cereals should be listed as separate

items. It is important not to aggregate too many similar food items in one

category. For example, it would be a mistake to aggregate all fruit into a

single category. When the respondent is asked during what months the

household consumed fruit, he or she is likely to give a different answer for

oranges and for mangoes. It is very difficult for interviewers to incorporate

two different frequencies for items within one category. This is a potential

source of errors and extends the time of the interviews. We recommend that

many of the items in Sections 11 and 12 of the prototype questionnaire be

disaggregated. The section will seem to lengthen, but in fact the extra space
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will result in greater speed and accuracy. We suggest, for example, listing

major fruits and vegetables on separate lines, and adding several lines at the

end of each part to accommodate "other foods".

To conclude this discussion we show in the next table the composition

of household consumption in C6te d'Ivoire. Food consumption constitutes

almost half of total consumption. In the poorest region (the Savanna) the

food share is about two-thirds of the budget. The table also clearly

indicates the importance of home-grown produce in rural areas.

Composition of Total Household Consumption in C6te d'Ivoire, 1985

All Other West East

C6te d'lvoire Abidjan Urban Forest Forest Savanna

Food purchased 31.9% 33.9% 33.5% 29.9% 28.0% 28.2%

Food produced 11.8 0.1 4.0 27.6 27.5 37.1

Food eaten away
from home 3.7 4.4 2.9 5.4 3.1 2.0

Rents 8.7 10.5 13.6 3.3 3.3 3.3

Water/Elec. Utilities 5.7 8.3 8.5 0.0 1.4 1.4

Durable services 3.8 4.7 4.6 1.7 2.9 2.0

Other nonfood 34.4 38.1 33.1 32.2 33.8 26.0

Total food 47.5 38.4 40.3 62.9 58.6 67.4

Total nonfood 52.6 61.6 59.7 37.2 41.5 32.7

Total value in 1000

CFAF per capita
per year 216.5 402.3 253.3 182.2 146.5 107.7

Source: From P. Glewwe, op cit.
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Section 13: Fertility

This section obtains three types of information: (1) detailed

information on all of the respondent's children, alive and deceased; (2) the

marital status of the respondent and age at first marriage or cohabitation;

and (3) the use of public and private services related to family planning and

maternity care. The information obtained for the respondent's children are:

date of birth, sex, whether still alive, age at death and ID code if the child

is a household member.

The respondent for this section is a randomly selected female

household member aged 15-50. These are the childbearing years; since older

women can have no more children, they are of less interest to policymakers

interested in fertility policy or in the impact of other policies on

fertility. The section is asked of only one woman mainly because of time

constraints. Obtaining national or regional fertility estimates is not one of

the objectives of the section. If a larger sample is deemed necessary, the

section could be asked of all women in the household.

The questionnaire asks about three specific issues of public policy

concern in C6te d'Ivoire: the use of prenatal care; the use of maternity

services; and the duration of breastfeeding. This information is obtained for

the pregnancy and birth of the last born child. Questions on the use of

contraception should be added to this section in all countries where there are

public or private family planning services available. 11 Annex II includes

/ There are no public and extremely limited private family planning services
in C6te d'Ivoire. The World Fertility Survey found that less than one
percent of currently married, fecund women were using a modern method in
1980.
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suggestions for such a module.

The number of children ever born to each woman in the sample is an

important piece of information (e.g. in analyzing female labor supply and

earnings). We therefore strongly recommend including a question about this in

the questionnaire, if the fertility section is asked for a subsample of women

only. The health section may be the appropriate place for such a question.

Section 14: Other Income

This section captures income from all other sources not already

reported elsewhere in the questionnaire, including transfers from non-members

of the household. This information is needed to complete the calculation of

household income. The list of other sources of revenue should include all

sources relevant to a particular country and not specifically captured

elsewhere in the questionnaire. There is some intentional double-counting of

some income in this section, however: Scholarships are also captured

individual by individual in section 3; Income from renting out or sale of

land, equipment, vehicles or buildings for a household farm or business is

also captured in Sections 9 and 10. Here we want this income plus the income

from renting out or sale of land, equipment, vehicles or buildings not

reported elsewhere. Income from the rental or sale of household durable

goods, such as radios, TV sets, stereo equipment, sewing machines should be

added as a line item in Part A of this section.

The information collected in part A is not supposed to include income

from transfers of non-members of the household, collected in part B. The

latter is the complement to section 1lD, where transfers out of the household
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are recorded. To eliminate the possibility of double-counting transfer

income, the order of Parts A and B should be reversed.

Throughout the questionnaire, information has been collected on the

value of household assets, income from the sale or rental of assets, and

expenditure on the purchase or rental of assets. The most important of these

assets are land, building vehicles, and equipment for a farm or business.

There are a few household assets excluded from the prototype questionnaire

whose value should be recorded. Nowhere is the value of other houses owned by

the household recorded (although income from the rental or sale of other

houses is in section 14). Also missing is the value of investments, such as

stocks and bonds. The year of purchase, amount paid and current market value

of these items should be added to the questionnaire. Section 14 is a logical

place for these additions. Alternatively, they could be appended to section

liD, where the value of durable goods is assessed. A third alternative to

deal with other housing owned by the household, is to insert a question in the

housing section to ask whether household members own any other residences, and

if so how much the residence could be sold for.

Section 15: Savings and Credit

The purpose of this section is to measure the net debt of the

household on the day of the survey and to obtain the terms of outstanding

loans. The information on the household's net debt and savings is important

in assessing the household's current wealth and in explaining discrepancies

between the household's income and expenditure in the last 12 months. In

fact, it would be very useful analytically to know the change in savings and

net debt over the last 12 months. It was deemed impossible to get reliable
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estimates of this information because of the lack of record keeping and the

long recall period.

There are three parts to section 15. Part A asks about net credits

and debts of the household on the day of the survey. Part B requests

information on the terms of any outstanding debts. In part C, the respondent

estimates the total savings of all household members on the day of the

interview.

The questions about the terms of outstanding loans in part B are

included because they are useful in evaluating and designing credit

policies. The questions pertain to the terms of outstanding loans from

private individuals and public and private institutions on the day of the

survey. This section should be field-tested in households with outstanding

debts from all these different sources. If institutional loans are

sufficiently rare, the reference period for part B could be extended to

include all loans contracted in the last 12 months, repaid and not. Both

types of loans (outstanding and repaid) can be included in Part B as it

stands, except that the wording on a few questions would have to be changed to

reflect the fact that some loans have been repaid (questions 4, 8, 11, 12,

13), and an extra question would have to be added between questions 13 and 14

to ask:

13A. "Has this loan been repaid?"

Yes ... 1 (>> 15) No ... 2
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In part A, the skip instruction for the negative answer on question 3 would

have to be changed to (>> 5) and a fifth question would be added:

5. "Have any members of your household borrowed money
or goods in the last 12 months?"

Yes ... 1 (>> Part B)
No ... 2 (>> Part C)

Section 15 is by far the most sensitive section of the questionnaire,

and for this reason it is the last section. Interviewers are instructed to

exercise extreme confidentiality in obtaining responses. No other person is

permitted to be present when this section is asked, and sometimes respondents

prefer to write down the amount of their savings on a piece of paper and hand

it to the interviewer. The respondent is the "best-informed person", usually

the household head. He/she is supposed to report on the debt and savings of

the entire household, but this is probably not the case. Interviewers are

told whenever possible to ask the last question of all adults in the household

and to sum their responses.

Section 16: Anthropometrics

The anthropometric section records the height and weight of all

household members, as measured by the team anthropometrist using the

appropriate apparatus. Comparisons of height, weight and age are direct

measures of nutritional status and well-being. The information from this

section can be used with information in other parts of the questionnaire to

analyze, among other things, the relation between poverty and nutrition, the
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relation between nutrition and labor force variables, and the effect of public

policies (such as health services) on nutrition.

The anthropometrist measures all household members during the first

round of the survey, unless they are away or unmeasurable for some reason.

This information is recorded on the pre-printed form called section 16A. The

consistency of the height and weight information from round one is

automatically checked by the data entry program between rounds. The data

entry program then produces section 16B. This form has the same questions as

section 16A, but is specific for each household. On section 16B appear the

names of household members: (a) whose first measurements are peculiar; and

(b) who were not measured during the first round. The data entry program also

selects at random 20 percent of the persons already weighed to be reweighed

during the second round.

Adapting the anthropometric section to local conditions is generally

less an issue of changing the questionnaire, and more an issue of selecting

appropriate equipment for field conditions. The Ministry of Health and other

public and private organizations engaged in nutrition surveillance are the

best source of information about equipment. The equipment must be accurate,

portable and durable. It must not be sensitive to dust or being bounced

around in the back of a landriver. Additional information on the development

of the anthropometric component can be found in Dubois (1985) 1/

/ "Establishment of an Anthropometric Section in the Permanent Household
Survey of C6te d'Ivoire". Jean Luc Dubois, World Bank, mimeo 1985.
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5. ADAPTING THE COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE

The purpose of the community questionnaire is to collect information

on available public services and various other community characteristics of

the households interviewed in a locality. This information is linked with

data from the household questionnaires to analyze public policies. In many

parts of the household questionnaire, the use of public services is recorded,

such as the use of schooling, health care and agricultural extension,

services. But to analyze the impact of these policies, it is critical to know

which services are available to everyone: households that used the services as

well as households that did not use them. This information is collected on

the community questionnaire. Other community characteristics recorded on the

community questionnaire (such as weather trends, crop planting schedules, the

presence of a market for child labor, information on seasonal labor) are

important inputs in the analysis of various sections of the household

questionnaire.

The community questionnaire is asked only in rural areas because an

inventory of services in urban areas is beyond the scope of the survey.

Information on public services in urban areas is often already available from

government sources. Information on privately provided services in urban areas

would require a separate survey. Limited information can be obtained from

private organizations that provide some services (for example, the Red Cross,

Planned Parenthood, churches that operate schools and clinics).

Information on all public services of possible policy interest should

be included on the community questionnaire. The present questionnaire

includes questions on: transportation, local markets, utilities (including
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water supply), telecommunications, access to paved roads, primary and

secondary schooling, adult literacy classes, health care (including family

planning and maternity care), agricultural extension, and cooperatives. The

key information for these services is:

* distance and travel time to the service, its exact location;

* how long the service has been provided;

* characteristics of the service, such as the type and number of
personnel, the type of services offered, the schedule of services and
other indicators of service quality; and

* any fees charged for the service.

When there is-more than one provider of services, information on all of them

should be collected.

Wherever possible, quality and price information should be obtained

directly from the service. Often the services will not be located in the

cluster being interviewed. However, the policy value of the survey would be

vastly increased if, resources permitting, price and quality information were

collected directly from all services, either on an extension to the community

questionnaire or on separate, service - specific questionnaires. A separate

questionnaire for collecting price and quality information from health

facilities closest to survey households has been added to the third year of

the Cote d'Ivoire Living Standards Survey.
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6. ADAPTING THE PRICE QUESTIONNAIRE

The price questionnaire consists of a list of food and nonfood items

for which price and quantity data are collected in every cluster. Information

on local prices is important in comparing living standards between households

in different parts of a country, particularly between urban and rural

households. The price questionnaire is thus completed in all localities where

the living standards survey is being conducted, at the same time as households

are being interviewed.

The list of food and nonfood items on the price questionnaire should

include frequently purchased items, items purchased in both urban and rural

areas items of special policy interest and all food staples included in

section 12B of the household questionnaire. Linking the value of home

production cited in Section 12B of the household questionnaire with price and

quantity data from the price questionnaire, the policy analyst can estimate

the quantity of home production that was consumed by the households

interviewed.

Many countries already conduct price surveys in major cities. The

items listed on the price questionnaire can be a subset of the items already

collected, but the price information is supposed to correspond approximately

to the period when the households in the same locality are being interviewed.

There are at least two other types of items that should be added to

the price questionnaire to aid in agricultural policy analysis:

1. Price and quantity information should be collected on agricultural

input prices, such as fertilizer and insecticides.
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2. A special section can be added to measure the weight of local

quantity units of main crops. In the agriculture section of the

household questionnaire, the respondent may cite crop production or

sales in terms of "tins", "barrels", or "sacks" of a crop, instead of

kilograms. These are often local standard units, but their weight is

unknown to analysts. If this information is collected on the price

questionnaire (or the community questionnaire), it can be linked to

the responses in the agricultural section to estimate total

agricultural production or the quantity of production sold.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper aimed at providing guidelines to country statisticians for

adapting the LSMS living standards questionnaires to local conditions. Much

of what has been written is based on experience with the LSMS living standards

surveys in Peru and C6te d'Ivoire. This experience includes the development,

adaptation and extensive field testing of questionnaires in both countries and

preliminary analysis of the survey results.

Perhaps the most important experience to date is with the use of the

data. Statistical abstracts for both countries have been produced using data

from all sections of the household questionnaires. Research is underway in

such diverse areas as the role of education in income generating activities,

the composition of household consumption, characteristics of employment and

job search, determinants of nutrition outcomes for children, the causes and

consequences of living in poverty in urban and rural areas, the determinants

of agricultural pro-ductivity, options for cost recovery in the health care

sector, factors that influence fertility, and many more.

In various cases, early result of data analysis have led to changes

in the questionnaires and to suggestions for additional changes for future

surveys. This process of feedback from the analysts of the data to the survey

specialists, will continue to improve the survey instruments, as will

experience with future LSMS living standards surveys.

At the time of this writing field tests of adapted versions of the

prototype LSMS questionnaires are underway in Ghana and Mauritania. Chances

are that more suggestions on the adaptation process can be written after these

field tests have been completed. We decided not to wait, however, since the
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process of accumulating knowledge regarding the LSMS survey instruments is

likely to be a continuing one, that will benefit from general experience, as

well as from specific studies regarding various aspects of the

questionnaire.-1

As it stands now, the LSMS survey methodology has proven to be highly

successful. The internal consistency of the data is quite good, quality

checks with external sources give favorable results and the data are available

for analysts and policymakers in a matter of 2-3 months.

Given this performance, we advise against any major changes in the

household questionnaire that are not absolutely necessary as part of the

adaptation process. Given the importance of data on the community

infrastructure and of price information for policy research, we recommend

substantial expansion of the community and price questionnaires, to include

more information on the quality and prices of public and private services, the

prices of inputs (e.g. agricultural inputs, pharmaceuticals) and the prices of

more consumption goods than is currently the case. As always, such changes

should be thoroughly field tested before being included in the survey.

1/ For example a study is underway to compare the 1985 LSMS data on fertility
C6te d'Ivoire with the 1980/1981 World Fertility Survey data, a survey
that used a much larger sample of women.
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Annex I: Suggestions for a Family Planning Module

Introduction

Some couples use methods or practices to avoid pregnancy or to space births.

I am going to ask you about some of these methods. The information you give

me is strictly confidential. Your answers will not be divulged to anyone.

1. Have you ever heard of ... [ ] ... as a method of avoiding pregnancy or
spacing births?

LIST OF METHODS WITH RESPONSE FOR EACH

YES .... 1
NO .... 2 (>> NEXT METHOD)

METHODS: ABSTINENCE ...... . ............ 01
RHYTHM ....... 02
WITHDRAWAL .... ... 03
HERBS/POTIONS TO DRINK ... ... 04
HERBS/POTIONS TO INSERT..:... 05
DOUCHE ... * ..... s .......... . 06

CONDOM ......... 07
SPERMICIDES/FOAM ............. 08
DIAPHRAGM ...... ... ......... . .09
PILL . ..... .. .10
IUD ............................... ll
DEPOPROVERA .. 12
MALE STERILIZATION .. 13
FEMALE STERILIZATION ......... 14

(THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ANSWERED FOR ALL POSITIVE RESPONSES TO
QUESTION 1.1

2 Where did you hear about ... [METHOD] ... ?

RELATIVE OR SPOUSE ................. 1
FRIEND ............................. 2
FAMILY PLANNING CLINIC ............. 3
OTHER MEDICAL FACILITY ............. 4
SCHOOL ............................. 5
RADIO/TV ............................ 6
MAGAZINE, PRINT .................... 7
OTHER (SPECIFY) .................... 8
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3. Have you ever used ... [METHOD] ... to avoid a pregnancy or space
births?

YES ... 1
NO ... 2 (>> NEXT METHOD)

4. Are you currently using ... [METHOD] ... to avoid a pregnancy or

space births?

YES ... 1 (>> 7)
NO ... 2

5. Why did you stop using ... [METHOD] ...?

PREGNANCY ......................... 1
SIDE EFFECTS OF METHOD ............. 2
METHOD TOO COSTLY ................. 3
RAN OUT OF SUPPLIES/METHOD TOO
DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN .............. 4

SWITCHED TO A DIFFERENT METHOD .....5
INEFFECTIVE METHOD ................. 6
RELIGIOUS REASONS .................. 7
OTHER (SPECIFY) .................... 8

6. Have you used ... [METHOD] ... in the last 12 months (since ...) to
avoid a pregnancy or to space births?

YES ... 1
NO ... 2 (>> NEXT METHOD)

7. When did you start using ... [METHOD] ... most recently (in the most
recent segment of uninterrupted use)?

MONTH AND YEAR

8. How many months in the last 12 months (since ... ) did you use ...
[ ] ... continuously?

(FOR BEHAVIORAL METHODS STOP HERE)

9. Where do you/did you obtain ... [METHOD] ...?

FAMILY PLANNING CLINIC .............1
HOSPITAL ...................... .. 2
GOVERNMENT DISPENSARY .............. 3
FRIENDS ..................... 4
FAMILY.*** ..... o................ 5
PRIVATE PHARMACY .................. .6
OTHER SOURCE ........ ............. 7
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10. How far away is this source?

DISTANCE IN KM

11. How long does it generally take to get there?

HOURS AND MINUTES

12. Do you/did you have to pay for this method in the last 12 months?

YES ... 1
NO ... 2 (>> END)

13. How much did you pay for this method in the last 12 months, including
supplies and related contraceptive services?

AMOUNT

>> NEXT METHOD
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Annex II: Household Questionnaire
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I SECTION 1. PARI A. HOUSEHOLD ROSIER I

PERSON INTERVIEWED: PREFERABLY ITE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD. IF HE/SHE IS NOT
AVAILABLE, FIND A 'PRINCIPAL RESPONDENT' TO ANSWER THE
DIIS7IONS IN HIS/HER PLACE. THE PERSON SELECTED RUST RE A
RENDER OF TIE HOUSEHOLD NHO IS ABLE 10 61VE INFORMATION ON
THE OTHER HOUSEHOLD HERDERS.

e=INIERVIEHER---ER s a

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I--I
RESPONDENT: ID CODEs I ID

1-3. 1 mould like to make a complete list of all the people eho normally
live and eat their meals together in this dulling.

*First, I would like to have the names of all the meebers of your
Immediate family, including the bead of the household, his wife or
is (or her husbandl and his/her children in order of age, who
normally live and eat their meals together in this dweling.

ALWAYS WRITE DOWN IHE HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD FIRST FOLLOWED DY HIS/
HER SPOUSE AND THEIR CHILDREN IN ORDER OF AGE. I THERE IS MORE
THAN ONE WIFE START WIIH THE FIRST WIFE FOLLOWED DY HER CHILDREN
IN ORER OF A6, IHEN THE SECOND WIFE AND HER CHILDREN IN ORDER OF
AGE, AND SO ON.

WRITE DOWN THE HARE, SEX AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD R 00
FOR EACH PERSON.

IPlease give se the names of any other persons related to the head I
of the household or to his/her wife/husband, together with their
families, who normally live and eat their meals here.

WRITE DOWN THE HARE, SEX AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD.

*Please give se the oames of any other persons not related to the
head of household or to his/her mife/husband but who normally live
and eat their meals here. For instance, tenants or servnts or
other persons ubo are not relatives.

WRITE THE NAME, SEX AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD.

* Are there any other persons not now present hut who normally live
and eat their meals here? For euample, any person studying somewihere
else or who is on vacation or who is visiting other people.

NRITE THE NAME, SEX AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE HEAD OF NOUSNOLD.

* Are there any other persons who slept here list night but who do
not normally line here?

WRITE THE NAJE, SET AND RELATIONSHIP TO THE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD.

FOR EACH PERSON LISTED IN QUESTION 1, AStl THE QUESTIONS 413 AND 1A
CLASSIFY THE PERSON ACCORDINGLY li 0.14. CORPLETE ITE ENTIRE
LIRE DEFORE DOING ON TO THE NEll PERSO LISTED.



4-13. Now I would like to have some information about each of the persons
you montioned.

IF THE RESPONDENT HAS ANY DIFFICULTY WITH HIS AGE OR DATE OF BIRTH
(QUESTION 6), USE THE CALENDAR OF EVENTS TO WAKE AM ESTIMATE.

14. CLASSIFY EACH PERSON ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA.

LOOK AT THE ANSWER TO QUESTION 13.

*ALL PERSONS FOR WHOM THE ANSWER IS V HMONTH OR LESS ARE CLASSED AS
HOSEHOLD MEMBERS EUCEPT:

-- SERVANTS AND IHEIR RELATIVES (SEE QUESTION 3)
-- TENANTS AND THEIR RELATIVES (QUESTION 3)

O- ECEBEEO PERSON

' IF THE ANSWER IS NMORE TAN 9 MONTHS, ONLY THE FOLLOWING ARE HOUSEHOLD
MEMBERS:

-- THE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD
-- INFANTS LESS THAN 3 MOnTHS OLD (EXCLUDING CHILDREN OF

SERVANTS AND TENANTS)

* ALL OTHER PERSONS FOR WHOM THE AhSWER 15 MORE THAN 9 MONTHS ARE NOT
HOUSEHOLD MEMOERS.

ENTER CODE I FOR EACH HOUSEHOLD MENDER AND CODE 2 FOR ALL OTHER
PERSONS. 60 ON TO THE NEXT PERSON LISTED.

COLUMNS A AND A

COLUMN A. ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE FORM Put A CROSS IN COLUMN A NEXT TO
THE NAMES OF ALL PERSONS WITH CODE I IN QUESTION 14.

COLUMN B. ENTER THE AGE IN COMPLETED YEARS (SEE QUESTION 6) OF ALL PERSONS
NJIT) COD I IN QUESTION 14. THAT IS, FON AGE 4 YEARS 0 MONTHS, ENTER
4. FOR AGE 9 MONTS, ENTER 0.

FILLING-IN THE HOUSEHOLD CARD

SRITE THE NAMES OF ALL PERSONS WITH CODE I IN QUESTION 14 ON THE HOUSEHOLD
CURD.

From nof on, I mould liRe ya o talk about these persons when I ask you
questions a out the ebers of your household.

READ OUT THE NAMES AND 61VE THE CARD TO IHE RESPONDENT.

I PaNT B 1A
-- - -- - -
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i SECTION 2. HOUSIIIS 

Now I would like to "I you so" questions about your duelling. 8
dwelling I man all the rooss and all the separate buildings used y the
"obars of your houshold.

I PART A: TYP OF DHELLINS I

Nbich buildings and roms does your household occupy?

1. MAIN TYPE OF DiELLINC - i

SIlNLE-FANILY NONE ............ I --------
SEVERAL. HUTS ON HOUSES..... 24IR)
APARTENT, NRON EFFICIENCY ... 3 . t5)
NONE THN OHE AARTENT ....... 4 f161

2. IS IHE OUSE PART OF A CONIIPDUID? '--

YES ..... I I
NO . 2(6Ih

3. NON IANY BUILDINGS ALT06ETHER ARE THERE IN THE COUPOIDUND, I I
INCLUDING THOSE OCCWIED BY THIS HOUSEHOLD AND THOSE
OCCUPIED BY OTHER HOUSEHOLDS? I

4. HON MANY BUILDINGS DOES THIS HOUSEHOLD OCCUPY? ------ I

IRk)

5. 1 THE APARTMENT PART OF A COONRTYARD OR CONPOUND?
YES ... I ----
NO .... 2

6. Ho many roomn does the household occupy, including
budroon and living rooms?

DO NOT COUNT BATHROOMS, TOILETS OR KITCHENS.

1. Is the duelling otcupied by your household aIso used for a _-_
fawily business or trade?

YES.I
NO ... 2 209)

8. How such of the duelling is used for business?

LESS THAN NCE QUARTER ..... I i I
A QUARTER TO A HALF ....... 2 i 1
MDRE THAN HALF ............ 3

9. How long hbs your household been living in this dwelling?

YEARS: -- I

FPARTI fi 2A



-@- -- - -- - - - -- -- -- - - --------

SECTION 2. : PART Is HOUSIN EIPENSES I

1. kes this duingF bIong to a msir of yw housold? -------- 'j

YES... I (09\ ESl11912

2. Is this dwllin ruted in exchange for goods, services or : I
moffy?

YES .t .

3. fros shoe Is the dilling rented? Is it from a relative, : - -
a private employer of a meushr of the household, a public :
agency (e.g. SDEFIHA, SICDSI or a private individual or :- :
or agency?

RELATIVE ........ ......... I
PRIVATE ENPLOYER ................ 2
61C061 ........................ 3
S06EFIIIAIOTHfER PUBLIC AGENCY. ... 4
PRIVATE INDIVIDUL/ASEACY ....... 5
DDil KNON .................. 6

4. Hoe euch oney does your household pay in rest for this dNlling?

MOUNT: :

IF NO MONEY PAVYENT, ENTER ZERO. i: _:

TIME UNITY j j 0F

5. Does your household also supply goods or services in
exchange for this dwelling?

YES......
D. 2 fbi)

6. that is the approximate value of these goods and services
provided by your household? -------------------

MON : :

TIME UNIT: --------

7. Is part or all of the rent paid by someone uho is not a
seeber of your household? For axesple b, relative a
rivto employer, a governeent agency llite S06EFIHA:

SICO1 or other puhblc agency, or a private individual or : _
agency?

YES ... I
NO. 2 i14)

S. Nho pays All or part of the rest?

RELATIVE ................... I U i :14
PRIVATE EMPLOVER ..... ........ 2 1014)
SICOGI .............. ..... 3 (t14)
SOEFIMIIOTIIER PUBLIC AGENCY .... 40i14)
PRIVATE INDIVIDUAIA/GENCY ....... 5 (114)
DON'T INN ................... 1.6 14)

TINE UNITS AY . ...... 3 MONTH ..... S SEMESTER..7 I 2B1
WEEK . 4 QUARTER ... 6 TER .

-- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- -- --_



9. Do you make mortgage payments on this duelling? --------!
YES... I 
NO . 2 (112-)

10. Hoe much vas your last payment?

------*~~~---------------------

It. kom often do you make these payments?

NO. OF TIES: - I

TINE UNIT: I- -

12. If you wanted to sell this dwelling today, hoe much would you
be able to get for it?

13. If you manted to rent this dwelIlg to someone else, hoe much
rent mould you be able to get for it?

AMOUNT: I - - - -

TINE UNIT:

14, Nhat in the sourEo Of drinking water for your household? -----

INDOOR FAUCET ............... I I
NATER VENDOR................2101l6)
OUTSIDE FAUCET ...............
NELL VITII PUS'.............. . 40191)
NELL NITIRRIT PUN? ............. 5llS)
RIVER LAKE, SPRING, HARSH........ 611,19)
RAIN 4ATER....... ............ 1(201
NATER TRUCK ................ (1161
OTHER (SPECIFY: 1.9 (119)

IS. Have you a joint or individual muter? ---- i

JOINT ..... I i 
INDIVIDUAL... .2

IA. Hum much was your household's last mater kill?

A DUOHI: 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TINE UNIT: DAY .... MNOTH....5 SENESTER. . ..7 2B2
N EEK. ....4 QUARTER... .6 YEAH.....

:- - - - -- -- - - -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -



17. Ilat u nt of tie was tovwed by that bill?

TINE UNIT I I

(1201 : _

18. Is this (SUPPLY SCURCE IN 141 used by your household only
or shared with others?

THIS HOUSEHOLD ONLY .... I
SHARED ............ 2

19. lif sany uteri is this (SUPPLY SOURCE IN 141 frue your
duelling?

TITERS: I 
I 

20. What is your household's main source of water for laundry
ad bathing?

INDOOR FAUCET .................. I...... -
OUTSIDE FAUCET ......... 2................ 2 1
SELL WITH PUNIP .. ................ 3
WELL WITHOUT PUIP ................... 4 4
RIVER LAKE SPRIN6, IARSH .............. S - 221
RAIN LATER., ... 64122) ~
WATER TRUCK.7(1221 0 
OTHER (SPECIFY: _.D I

21. Is this [SOURCE OF WATER FDR LAUNDRY AND DATHIN6I used
only by your household or by other households also? I

THIS HOUSEHOLD ONLY ..... I
SHARED ........... 2

22. How does your household dispose of most of its garbape? t

COLLECTED DY A CARNASE TRUCK .. I
IUMPED ....................... 2
RHNED ....................... 3
DlED... 4

23. What type of toilet is aviilable for your household?

FLUSH TOILET ...... I
PIt LATRINE ...... 2
NO TOILET ...... 3(126)
OTHER (SPECIFYi ).4

24. Is this toilet ased only by your household, or do other I
households soe it?

THIS HOUSEHOLD ODLY ..... I
SHARED ........... 2

25. Is the toilet inside or outside the dwelling? t

llSIE ........... I
OUTSIDE ... 2 ...

i TIIE UKIT: DAY . 3. NOTH.....5 SENESTER;..;7 1 2B3
I I WEEK.... 4 QARTER ... .6 EAR ..... U
:- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -



26. that is the uin sorce of lighting for your duelling?

ELECT RICIT Y ...............................1 I ---- I
U a s ......................... 2 1D301 I

CMOKES, FLASIHLIITS, GAS OR1 OIL. MAS ... 30 I------)N^IL5 LSL611,65o Ms .................................. 1 :oo

27. Have you a joint or individual teter? .---- ,

JOINT ....i.i
INDIVIDLAL... .2

28. Hoe muc mas the last electric bill for your household?

MOUWI: I:-
(IF IOTHING, MRITE ZERO) I

29. Hon uny moths censumption was covered by this bill?

MONTHS: ------ i
IIOiTH5z &~~------------

30. What tind of fuel is most often used by your household to
prepare seals?

IIOOD ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. ......... I I
CHARCOKl .2 2 SECTION 31
6AS .3 3 SECTION 3S
ELECTRICITY.4 i SECTION 31
OTHER (SPECIFY: 1.5 (I SECTION 31

I1. Hlo does the toelt usuallY get its ondt? by . --

collectingigathering ...... i 
purchase? ................. 2 (O SECTION 3)

32. Hoe far must you go to fetch mood?

KIL.OEIERS:

33. Hoe long does it tabe to get thone?

HOURS:

MINUTES: ------------ ,

34. Hoe often sust mood be fetched?

TINES: I

TINE UNITi 

IIHE Ul-- : ------ 

I I SECTION 3 1

: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - -- - - - - -- ,

I TINE UNIT: DA . 3 MONTH ..... 5 SEMESTER ..? 2B4
EK.. 4 QUARTER ... r YEAR.. ...
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SECT10H 3. EBUCATION

TO BE COMPLETED FOR ALL HOUSEHOLD

IE NERS 5 YEARS OR OLDER.



6RID3A SECTIO1N 3. EDU1CATI0 N PART A. SCHO e LIN6
1 2 3 5 & 7 a Y 10 II 12 13 14 15 I& 17
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SECTIOIN 3. PIRT A A (IEII

to 19 20 21 22 23
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SECTIDIN 3. |PARIT D. EDUCATION OF CHILDREN RESIDI1N6 ELSEIIHERE |

1. ehD esmh?er of your household have children under 30 yars of age not livieg here in this

YES .I

NO. 2 (0 SECTION 4)

I_FOR EACH CHILD LISTED IN QUESTION 2, ASK IUESTIONS 4-11.

2 3 4 5 6 1 S 9 10 It

Wihat are their naess? Sex? How old Dlthe COPYHTHERoes th COPY T I Is ..lIAIIl What is the highest
B is.. * fath,rgf FATHEKS nat~~~~~ ~~uralfPM ITR . ..A .... attena- grade campe by

I LbT Ai ME C ILDiEN UNR ANEL f F 2fO Ito* iD |oin@ 7 °f IDCODE. n l,a to0 iRg Kshool .. NAE).....?
f 5~E~k ~ WHO OL iof,vi . . IHRE. Kshoo now?

R LIVE IN THIS USEHIN. h~~~ousethold? CODEShold[ I M 1
CEPLETE THE LIST BEFORE ous43o
MOING TO 4-10. YES .1* YES. * I YES.... I YES .... I E TE

I NO W .2 NO....2 02 l i 0
I.

D _ YEARS DE C CHILDI 64DE

I I1n1

24 I 11 1 1 -II 
3

4l I 1 1 1 1 

B~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3

If 1 1 1 3B

|ISECTID H3~



~ S E 

SECTIOH 4. HEALTH

10 SE ASKED OF EACH HOUSEHOLD

H E n BER. FOR CHILDREN, ASt THE

QUESIIOHS OF THEIR PARENTS.



6RIDS6PRID4/l0-16-86 SE C TI O N 4 . H E A L I H

_ 2 3 4 5 D 7 B 9 10 II 12 13 14 35 lb 17 to

any illness For how For how Has a Who Nis Where did the Is this Now long How far HoN any How auch Did you How many Hoa such Have ou Now euch Inthe oast Now such
or injury many days many dais doctor, consult?d consultation a public did it cas this tion did you have to ni hts have you also Ld has been IZ nths, have you
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C ehat an in- illness usua trciin AENT... uring past l 1ish'eent stay? the past cents? (P1co-drn th
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or this ill- forothis TIE;L OCF4Ikr- 4 ee.'kts pro etive
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21 22 23 24 25 2f 27 26 29 30

I Have you What is the value of Have you Ohat is the value of :,ve you Nhat is the value of the Is your What is the value of Have you Nhat is the value of
0 received these goods? received this subsidy? received clothing? trio a rt this transport? rece:ivd this fore of payment?
I or will or wtill orwill to th1s or wIIl
N YOU youyououwkorh you 
T receive receive youiV or receivt

F ?aYseat Jay nt :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ubsidiiz-mn
F FfoOry thisg f°o'r thi's pforyz*this s5$siosz-d? or this~ ork is worh is eor in srh is
the fore the forte fore any $iher

A"of food, of free 0fr
Tcraps or or suh-Iotig

tanimals5? s°tdi'zedtohigI ~~~~~~~~~housinq?
C YES. I YES..1 yES.*I 1ES..I YES..1

No ... 2 NO.... NO. .2 :.. .2 _O.. -.
AMOUNT NI AMOUNT ONl _______ A__UNT ,___ ._PAE r A _O _ .NT

02

03

J_4 _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _LI ± __ 'L i

!t~ ~__ __ ____ I_ n
. ~ _ ~ ____ ____ -- I I I I I I I 

1,-,!------------------ ---------1---------- ---T---1: -.--T ... .---- .--- .....-

IS i5E 31 L _ 1 L_ 
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I I 2 3 4 5 

_ Nbst did you do most of Please dencribe the main Nork rou did before you *hat tind of business, trade, ndustry, or In this work For how long did During the past 12
N th time before start- started your main job during the past 12 mont s. profession was it connected with Wre you an you do this months, hanv youI iag this work? That it, Ahat did that work consist of? independent. work? d.. any other

wer you doing other worker or a ork in addition
Coork, studino or we resin worker on to or 7
you sneell? yeuuor a a mlymea

A ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~In; to your

N SCHDOL.-EC I (t6} Y
02 

o 1 5K- - -:

O UNEMPLOYED ....3 116) YES .... I Ipt1
I _No__ _..... ND 2 No At

_________ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~DESCRIPTION R OE YE OEYERHHN)

1 0__2_

1__ ____ ____ _____ _ __ _____ _ ____ ________________ _ __ ________________ ___ ____ _ _ .__ 

§ 1 =7= ====== ===== = 1 - _ _ .1__ __._.__l_=___ 1 1 -X[X- E |~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~___________

08
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ii -- - --------
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I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

I *wIml like to talk ttout * uh r scv odry "at kind of trio*, Is this work th For how Dring these How Ho long have Have How och money? In this workritr h to ta2 o 1at it her wosdrk Ithustilor bhijos ii s %an as your aisn ws~ ha v oa..uwr 0 aSo
igb .ari the 0 t S 2pastosjo yout sat i l tt csn td macn h9 orseconry n . i r di; h as wcsiv Howr ottu? yd kmnuent

(I .... ) hat did this work consist during th pat drng r d ork d or Wor r or a
i of? day? Ithd pust yordou wou on S orker12 work YOU go a aror

SAN 6^11E RS oodths receive in a i asstrftey lolon~~hluieg toNJOD *..1 f~~Mawor
N 1"; IIEIT i^6E; work? tthis ?ht? o

fork?

&~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I lObiEEl p7; ... 1 P16E
E _ DESCRIPTION TCODE TYPE . IIEEKS DAYS PER REEK D___AY_ _ _ _ AN____ _UN__T T.,_____ _____

0l ________________ ______ ______________ ________ _____ _ ,1____
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II 12 13 14 I5 1t I7 IS

INbo. oid you Are taxes Do you Nhat is the value of Have yow used If you wanted to Have you done Now pck have you received
mort for? already also. these goods and services? tooIs, equ)- elI thene tools, other aork or wIl you recIv for

td n ceve oet supplies eqaaipment or daarno the this othqr work, including
N fr~~~~o. Ith reemaera- or other eaterials that past I2 pyeta h oeo

T payment tion in uaterials of belpog to u how nooth?s goods and services?
I READ TO THE you goons or your on in this web voufdyuou

F RESPOIIDEIITs rKivejsewrvices? oork? receive from the T RvIENERs
for thin sale? 
cork?

The 6overceent

Ier the army?. .l INS
company? ..... 2 YES...I YES... I .YES ... 

_ A private NO... 2 NO.1 . .2 NO ... .2 MI . 2 FIIAII |
oompay o,r (P1)17Il
enterprale?. ..3 Tm uIN E N T A I KN UN

~~~~~~__ AON UNT__ ____ .ON __ __ ACIN
Cl

02

03 -
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_ 2 3 4 5 6 7

I aigthe list 7 days, For how For how Hlave you Have woo For how many For how
a ve 3 Gwrted in your F°ny"°l" manyhl tbeen without lookel or diff ront joy mrhk

h oo u I r yi houn paid work work pe rods we atopba
damning the hose, haAv you each on one or dorini the you i[h at ryou
rT a ls foAr your Ione day? sore pant 12 paild wor without said

near Hawky ing the thin ocalIonS months? during the work dring
fulr cltn ouiying wrk during the past 12 the pat 11

o clo tch- Iring pant 12 months? mot
in0 for uboo lor an dar aths 1 the '7

cooking~~~~~ 7 dsay, bier.... I?
T (ines

I ~~~~~~~~~I?

C 1111. 2 {151 ~DAYS hOURS PERIWh I IODS WEE"

01

YES\: ..... = ES.. -.- E...... .-, ,.,- ........

.. ......................H..... ..... .[ .
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W______ _______ _ DAY HOR ______ ____ _ PEID EK
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I 2 3 4 5 A 7 8 9

0 Wire you Have you At the time Hoe old Why did How long Nhy did From which Department or Was the place where
E bhorn n lived of lour were you you leave have you you come country wre you coming from? you were living before
N [PESENT anywhere bir h, was when you your, lived in to...n hr

OPLCE OF ebm? your birth- left plce ... PRESENT [PRESENT .h

F EtEICED. .? Place... your of bi rth? PLACE OF PLACE IF CEPRKTNENTIF IN
I gl i tare |uof RESFoRDE YE"RSI?l $""lKTFXt"M -N tRE . 2 jOj TAROAD.
C for the
A fI t A city ............. I
T ther7 to WRK OFR OTNF A to ..............A iy ie RESPOND- RSOD rmnlaa.

I _ _ t"._A sx__ _ _1o- ENT OR TINE IN :A V i.1

----- : - - ---t-----.------ liv tt:+I ul.. a

N Alarge wher HIS/HER YER HIAE 
YES.. I vlge.3 mIne? FANILY .I FAI Y.l t

C U4I A omal H~~~~~AR- NHNIS HR
OYES... I w Avillage.19..4 RIA66..2 'IF LESS6 RIG..2

. 1: 1 1:1 :::::NO .... 2 A cm::: SCHOO::13 :H A YEAR::::::
NO. : 2 : PNEIT Other.1 OTHER.. .4 : R.- 'i6 PERSON ? VEARS _ EARS 0lS. NEPATNTENT

02~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

osl I I I-I I I I II I 
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|SECTIONI 7. RESPONDENITS FOR ROUIID FM 

RESPONDENTs THE PERSON DEST IIIFORHED OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE HOUSEHOLD NENKERS

NNME OF THE RESPONDENTt ID CODEs [jj

1. Durinq the past 12 months, has any sembcr of your household vorked am fs
indepindent farur or fasily worker on a fare belonolin to the houihold
or raised anisals hplonging to the household, such s poultry, cattl, sle p,
pigs or other aniuals?

VERIFY NITH SECTION 5.

YES.....I

NO1....2 ( 3E

2. Uh g the nhobk *osf t bouti 1 he agricultural and livietock
,c ivit s l te$ esbears of your nouseold

NINE: ID COD: [I

3. During the past 12 onthr, his any somber of our household worked for
hiself other thn an are or raisins animals For exau le has anyone
oerated his/her wun business trade or industry nga idas dn Indepndent

p of ssion, or corked as in indepndent flsherma or oPUses?

VERIFY NITH SECTION 5.

YES .I II -

NO. 2 0 ( 8 NEIT PA6EI ....I

lihat different trades, businesses, industries services or profemions, Nhoi the pern ho knocs cost about the expenses and income of
,ere uoned nor analed by subers of your facily during the past 12 ... 1AE OF WJINESS, E PRISEB ETC... I ?Imonths (since....l?.
HIIIAKE A CONPLETE LIST BEFORE 60116 TO 5. OFF CEuF~~~~~~~~558 HAKiE ID CODE

2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I ______

4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2E II1L
LLT- I I -1:=

6. ARE THERE IORE THAN 3 BUSIHESSES, EITERPRISES, ETC?

YES. I 0 7 EIT PARE) f"] 7A

N0. 2 0 8 NEIT PASE)I



GRID7B

7. aonq theise trades, industries, itd businesses, which are the o.,et iaportant for the hannehold?

NRITE THE ORDER NUMBER Of THE THREE IIOST IIIPORTANT.

B. Nho ahops for the food for your household?

#ME: ID CODE1 

9. Who in your household knows smost about the other expenses, income and savings
of the meebers of your houshoid?

NAIIE ---------------------------------- ID CODE IZ

10. TO CHOOSE A WOMAN AT RANDON TO ANSWER THE QUESTIONS ON FERTILITY IN THE SECOND ROUND
OF IHE SURVEY:

AD THE FIRST LINE OF THE STICKER BELOW UNTIL 0 VU CONE TO THE ID CDDEDFA
WLMAN BELONGING 10 THE HOOStHOLD AND RED 15 TO OR N1H HUSILD NSIR. 
EROSS OUT EACH REJECIED 0D ECDDE ON IHE STICKER. IF THERE IS NO VALID ID OD
CODEI N THE FIRST LINE, 60 TO THE SECOND. WHEN A VALID ID ODE IS FOUND,
CIRCLE IT.I

STICKER

WRITE THE NAME AND ID CODE OF THE WOIAN SELECTED:

[NAE -ID CDDE: [

I S E C T I O N B 7B



S E C T IO N 0. C N A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F H O U S I N C

Kon I would like to easure the perinter of your dmcllino includingall the
dif rent buildiogs or apartamot occupied by your houseolid.

I MAKE A DETAILED SKETCH OF ALL THE BUILDINGS APARTMENTS AND ROOMS 2 HOU WAS THE AREA MEASURED?
DIE11518K0 IM2 IASURE THE PERIAETER AND INDICATE ALL THE

RD NOT MEASURE TERRACES OR ALCONIES. INSIDE ....... I

OUTSIDE ....... 2.. 

3 MAIM CONSTRUCTION MIATERIAL OF OUTSIDE WALLS:

HUD BRICK .

l BRICK ....... :

OTHER , , .. 6

(SPECIFY:

4 MAIN FLOORING MATERIAL:

EARTH ............
HO (PLYWOOD) .2.......

BTN~RICK . 3 .-.

OTER . 7

(SPECIFY:

S MAIN HATERIAL ROOF IS MADE OFs

SSiTEuTC, GRASS.s

WIZED ...... ].
OTHER . 7

(SPECIFY:

6 THE WINDOWS ARE FITTER WITH (CHECK THE FIRST THAT APPLIES)

GLASS . 1I
WTRING .... LI]

=SUPERVISOR= 8
RW _1 _ _1E N DO F R O U N D a Nn



|R O U H D I I O F-,

0

EXPLAIN MAIN THE OBJECTIVES OF THE SURVEY MD I

IHE CONFIAENTIAIIY OF THE DATA.

READ IHE LIST OF HOUSEHOLD lENERS.



S E C T I D N 9. A 6 R O - P A S t O R A L A C t I u I T I E S

4UPERvlORI_O_

RESPO_DENT,_ _ CODE_ I_

I 1- -- - - . * I I __
I INTERVIENED? NO .. .. 2 I II

I P A R I A. L A N D

1. During the last 12 months (since ... ) has any seaker of your household
worked fields or a garden on his/her own account?

YES . I --------

NO , 2 IPAT Fl I i

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I

Now I would like to ask you soae questions about all of the land that is
for the exclusive use of your household for growing crops or for pasture.

2. Now many hectares altogether have the members of your household
used during the past 12 months. (Since .. .1 including the urea
of all parcels of all the sembers of your household?

HECtARES:

3. How many hectares of fallow land are aviilable for use by the
*mmbers of your household?

HECTARES: '

4. How many hectares of the land available to your household are
part of a land development scheot?

HECTARES:

5. Hou eany hectares belong to a cooperative? (including 6YCI

HECTARES:

A. Do the members of your household have the right to sell all or part
of this land if they wish?

YES .I
9A1

NO .t..2 1 i-----



7. Have they sold any land during the past 12 onths? hSinse ...

YES . I.!

NO .. 2 --10) j I

O. Now s ny becturn did they sil?

NECTAIRESt 

. Hou much did they reeive from the sale? INCLWIIS THE VALUE
OFPAVNENIS INKING.-------

11F~ ~ ~ ~ ~~N T INIIII 1 11| 
SIIIt.| 

1i. for ho such could you sell land exactly lihe that used by
your houeold duing the past 12 anaths?

ANIN: I

11. Have the meehern of your household the right to cede transfer or lend
all or pirt of the land they are using? INCLUDING TAE RIGHT To
SHARECO OUT LAN.

YES . I ...

NO . 2 (015) .

12. Have any omhers of your household ceded, transforred or lent land to *
sooeone who is not a member of the household in the past 12 months?
ISince ... ) IKCLUDING LAND LENT TO SHAECROPPERS. 

YES.. ...

NO .. 2 (.15) 1

13. HoN un hectares did they cede transfer or lend?
INCLUDING LAI LENT TO SHANECROPERS.

HECTARES: i

14. Iv much have the meobers of our household received for the right
of use of this land? INCLUDINB THE VALUE OF PAYMENTS IN KIND.

AMOUNT:

9A2



15. Have the meters of your housebold bought land ttting the past 12 months?

YES .... 

IN ......2 1: _- I

Lb. How say ctaren did they buy? _-_---

HECTARES: I

17. Nw ech did the pay for th Ian?
IINIII THE Y)E W P'AYNENTS IN KIND.

43. Hive the metrs of your household rented or p aid for rights of use of land
during the past 12 months? (Since .. ) . INCLUDIK LND SHARECROPPED.

YES . I -

NO .. 2to 21) :

19. On how many hectares have they rented or raid for rights of one?
INCKUDIB LAND SUMECROPPED.

HECTARES:

20. Hw such did they pay? IDCCUDIWl THE VALUE OF PAYVEIS I
IN KIND.

4W:,

21. Have the meters of your household received land as a gift, inheritance,
dowry or grant from the governmnt during the past 12 months? (Since ... 4

YES.I

O .. 24 23) :

22. How many hectares did they reeive in this nay?

HECTARES:

23. Have the meters of your household given land to anyone uho is
not a eter of the household as a gift, dowr or another reason
in the past 12 months? (Since ... I

YES . I ------

NO .. 24* PART R) 1 1

24. Mu many hectares did they give in this may?

HECTARES: *

I P A RT B I

9A3



S E CT IO0N 9 . PAT . RPS57

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 Id I I

Have the meabers of your house- Hao eany hectares Howo many hectares How such .. .I H ow much was the Did you How'much mould lid you ivc e wH such mould Did you row, Ahich otherhold irams the flmi crp Of. .. O..I I.. .. wastsold harvelt of of ... keopr h oe qu- part of ~he bar- the same quan- other ere in crops?
daring the mast I2 mouts? mere rstd are not yet in during tepast I 1...* sold fa?o the tity of seed vest of. ...I 3. tity of ... the sane igid

(Si ce...) daring the past production? 12 sonths? crap for cost inthe in retturn oar E 2...* cot at the mmn time
12 months? see? maket? Lmpr0Irfas a is the marketO as ...1 1I... ?

PUT A Cf HIN l. (since....)I IO~ or or P
IF NOTHIN6 WRITE ftishes?
ZERO AND pR YES.... ICO

AS' QETION W ONQ 1-.-ES.. . IYES... .1
ALLCMSMeINO.2

Elm TO 2-Il. HE~~~~~CTAESL _HECTARES IQUANTT7Y IIUNIT I AHOUNT ElNIi (PB) AHONT I (PIG)2 AIIOLNT CRWF) OISFRzH

4-No__K ______Ba...NI

TIONRK . .....
P … Po ----- SACK .... 3

IRshhCrLY~~ESPJL FF F O.

4jH-NO WIEI - I----i- ---- EIhIEiEIadeEuNNaaeLIBA~I SKET ... 4
BOIL. 6

__________ ~~~~~~~L.... .10
TT5~~~~I 

-------- E= 4 J~~~~~~~~~~J ALL::::ii,67 

I VES4____ - ~-f~iI HIE 1

F -4-No ~~~~~~~~~~~~~COCOA........

T T 5 ~~~PLANTAIN .:::::6
10-- T tE - NEEEN u IEAINNIEEliSeau........... .

COLA NI)? . 00::i

CASSAVA ...... 16

Pineapple Ii~~!..JI ____--- -I' ---- ---- --- IMIE.......2

inearcane YES-I 14:- j - - ______7TIIIiI

L an IE11 ------- IHIU5IBIoEIIH HIUII EAE MIk ----- EU1AENEE!ImhseEuIaIj!1! 91



S E C T I O 11 9S PA R T B. C R O P S I E 11 D 
SECTION. .. ,COS ED

I 2 3 4 5 t 7 a 9 10 II

Have the uobers of your house- How many hectares How asny hectares How much ... t How such was the lid you Re ouch would Did you oive How such would Did you rom Which other
hold aromn the fallatin crops If 1 1 of 1 I. w 1 vas sold harvest of ... I eo part the u e quent- part of har- esa nti- other r in crops?
ourin the past IZ ts? u"were harvested are not yet in during the past ... sold for? Of the ity so swed coat vest of.J IC 1 y ofs u the as1 ield

(Since... during the past production? 12 sonths? cro for In the urkt? in return for ... cost in the at th sue tije
12 months? seed?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~; labor, or as a market?as.E 3..

PUT A CROSS IN THE (SinCe....) gift, or for
APPROPRIATE BOX BELOW. cwreeonies and I NEXT MOUS.5

IF NOTHING, ORITE fetishes? CRO
_ ZERO AND --46 YES.... .I _ L0_R....

ASK BUESTION I FOR YES. . .. YES.. I I TOW52
AL CROPS BEFORE -- WI ND * 2 sa . 3
601 To -I .... 2 N ....-- 2 l NE l CTODE CODE SDEET.
I ___ _ I ___________________ _ ___HECTARE_ HECTARES QA8) 11101 _ AOUNT ICRO) FOR ISTIFOA 2Ni ...ET.

I -__1_° H_!"11lllll_ 1lI}|"*X2I -I -I 1 OIL K" ............................................................... 51TIE ........

YES- I 1--|I I I R [ I | TER |

L_ ~L4-OjU5 UUUU1 UIUSU -11 1RUHI -t s _ IIUUI |IUUUI UUT TREES~I B12

|llillet/Sorghun/foni| YES-I || ------ ---S Ho --------- W u im w4 . LD- LOTTOI LO .. I I

*- -e22 _ - - - - - .-.

L . | 4-"o 11|||||| || |li.|l I | PtiE^PP^LE .......................................... t |~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L0 ...... 1

Set potato -E----_ _ _ I CROP
IV-lon, pi enEo,|_ - | l"_S"l"- ____________ C__1|_l | l___1 ll | lODES|

COC 4

------- ,- -- --------- ---------- Wm IPLANTAIN .......... 6 B

___------- 
- NUT .........- 19

Millet/Sorghumfoonio YES-) i -- I_____ COTTON . I

------- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~_______-PMAPPALE.....14
Veetahles (tomato- YESI -- IIIt -
eatn,pimento kr 3 -----------23------ CASSAVA ...... 16

e'n, iegglnto, okra) 4 MD ... . . Uf11 uI hlllI iumlE IIU n U U IU UE IISE AA11151 YKlAN ......... 1

Ispecify: 4-NO - --- --- ~~~~~~~RICE........21
MILLET SORGHNUM

A PART C S....2

9B2



S E C T I O N 9 . | P A R T C. A 6 E O F T R E E C R O P S

I INTERVIEWER: HAS THIS HOUSEHOLD PLANTED TREE CROPS SUCH AS COFFEE, COCOA,

RUBBER, OIL PALM, BANANAS, FRUIT TREES, TREES FOR WOOD, OR COLA NUT?

VES ..... I 

NO. 2 (I PART DI

2 3 4 5
LIST ALL THE TREE CROPS ROWN w hat oronortion of your ... .I I Nhat proportion, of your ... .I I Wat proportion is nearBy2THE NIO H IHEIR CODES. .. ipan pis too young to .... pltnings is in full the end of iti product-

produce? production? ive life?

; CIVE THE PROP TION AS A FRACTION OF THE HURBER OF PLANTINGS FOR BP

E_AIIPLE /3, ~/4,ETC. IF NON, WRITE 0/0. IF ALL, WR

CODE~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CDS_L ~~~~/ | / I/ | IF^ ... 
_ _ .I COCOA ..... . I

_ _ I / __ / _ / ICOIE ........ 2

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I Pk ........ 5 tRE 
_~~~~~~ ~ _ _ IIH .

l l I ,} ~ ~I ,' I ,' ..~~~~.1iiiiIiIIi--- I Iii III I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~UAI .....::

| P PART i

9c



S E C T I 0 N 9 . TFTA1RTii U1 FU T S

1. Has your household bought seeds or plants during the past 12 months?

YES .... [
NO. 2 (7)

2 4

For which crops? sHo ouch was sptnt for seeds or Hve you already Hem did you obtain the seeds or Did you obtain
~IR COD 1uas1 plants for ...E ... haorvested the plants? thwe eds or

TIST THE JROPS VITO INIthe pst 12"onths'? filSols for Nhich plls te ns on rWit
lE COD S. you bouMht these PRIVATELY. ..l I CIDT ... 6 VES..I

LIST ALL CROPS EFORE SaTHACI. ::: iOPRAilpuV.NB NO1. 2 I CAP
SOlNO TO 3~~~~~~~~~~~6. r- ~~~~YES.. S6 . 4 OTHER PUBLIC

COKE ANOUNT HO.. .2 SAYH . 5 .ENCY. 9

3--

7. Has your household used fertilizer during the past 12 snths? ElkS
YES.. I _
NO112 (013) CE CORE:.

RUIIR.............I-
3 ~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~9 10 II 12T.... 

F er ehich crops? Ho sch spen t
for Have you alrtady HMo did yDU obtain the fertilizer? Did you get the

fertilizer for ... I ... harvested the fertilizer on PLANTAIN .... 6
LIST TE CROPS WITN in the last 12 months? fields on which credit? ANA ...... . 7
THEIR COKES. ion used PRIVATELY... I CIOT. . FRUI TiEEs . B

IF NOIHIN6, WRITE ZERO fertilizer? SAIKPACI. 2 SWAM 7 YES..I NElT APiS . O
LIT LLCOPS BEFORE ATNACIIVO E a MO ... 2 CRO mu WT.10....t
GON O912. YES. ...I SUBS.......R PUKII

CODE AIOUNT NO....2 SAPH .. .... Y S .....9 COTTON . I
------- ~~~~~~~~~PEANUT.2

PMINAPLE .::::14
_1 AKE .I,

______________ L~~~~~~~ABIA VA ...... 16
0_ 2 Y M......... YAM . 1

TARO.. It

_ ,4 ... __ *lLtEEf'Fo'io'''''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~21

SAII . 22
13. Has your household used organic inure during the past 12 onths? VE__TABLES . 23

CTHPE ... __i24
YES..1 ALTIETHER.-.25

14 IS 16 17

For ihich crops? Hoe such eas spent for organic Have you already Where did you obtain the manure?
sanu,re fu . . during harvested the

LIST THE CROPS WITH the past '12 months?) fu elnds us which
THEIR CODES. you used the PRIVATELY...I CIOT ...... 6

mianare? SODEPALN. . . 2 AD 7
LIST 6ALTo lC5ROtPS7 BEFORE _ _ IF NOTHIN6, WRITE ZERO. SATHACI. 3 COAPEIRtILS A NEXT

CODE AhOUNT NO.. 2 SAPH ........ A CY..... 9

______________ 01 _ ____________ _-___

__________ 0 32-- _- 1

03- -9D1

_4--___________ _ ,8. NEXT _ _ -

I lIB NEITYPA6E I



SECT ION 9 . rP A R I 0. F A R H I N P U T S I C O 1 T.

1B. Nis your household used insecticides during the past 12 months?

YES.... I I
NO . 2 11241

1? 20 21 22 23

On wbich crops? Hop such wans spent on Have you already Hop did you obtain the Did you obtain
insecticides for . .. I ] harvested the insecticides? the insecticides

1IHE _RT OPS WITH in the past 12 onths? fields on which on credit?
IEIR ccDEs. the insecticides PR VATELY CIDT ... ..... ClOTN.6X

6DD16 EFDORE*. ODE IF INOTHING, WRITE ZERO. Ye S. . 2 S CROP
COK ~~AMOUT NO.... .2 SAPH ..... S AGENCY... 9

24.~ __y~uehI __________ ._

24. Has your household had expenses for transporting crops during the past 12 sonths? CROP

YES.. .... COCOS
NO . 2 (120B COFCOEAE ... 2

RUBBER .... 3 .
25 26 27 COCUNONUT . 4

OIL PALM...... 5 0
For which crops? How ouch tas spoent for How did onu arrange for the

tranuport of, .j .1 1.. in transport? PLANTAtI .......
LIST THE CROPS WITH the past 12 wonths? BANANA 7
THEIR CODES. PRIVATELY ... I CllT. . b FRUIT IbEES.

SODEPALM ...2 DADA.. ::7 I- -NE-XT- I WOD.........
LIST ALL CROPS BEFORE SATMACI.. 3 CCOOPERATIVE.B ' PAGE COLA Nhu.........:i
GOING TO 26-27. SO---....... 4 OTHER PUBLIC

CODE AMOUNT SAPH . 5 AGENCY.... 9 CEOTON ..... II
PEANUT.......12

______________ ________________P_ANU 13
PI NEACPP E- * * 14

___- ___ 01-- SUGARCANE . 15

CASSAVA .l
___ _ _____ ____ 02- _ __ _0_ YAM ............. 1?

BHEEi PoiAtb ... 19
MAIZE ............ 20

RICE........21
3_________ ._ , 04--- -_ ______ ------ MILLET FONID

SORGHUM......22
2B. Has your household bought sacks, twine or containers for its crops during the past 12 wonths? VEGETAbLES. 23

OTHER CROPS .... 24
YES ... .IJ LTOETHER.....25
NO1. 2 034) 0

29 30 31 32 33

For which crops? How such was spent for sacks, Have you already How did you obtain the sacks, Oid you obtain
tuine or containers for ... harvested the twine and containers? the suchs, twols

Ll THI IHEROPS WIIH I I... in the past 12 months? crops for which and cntainors o
I IA CODPS. Fyou bought these PRIVATELY... I CIDT .. . credi

LIST ALL CROPC BEFORE CODE MOUNT NO... 2 SAMPH . rECY.C9 NO.. .2CGOING TO 30-33. YES. ... I SOGBS.....4 HMA PUBLIE YES ...*I

_______ ___________ _ ___ 4__________ __ _________ ___ _9D2

- -- -- -- 4 …-- ---- -- …- …----- ______NEXT ___ PAGE



S E C T I O N 9 ART . F t P U T S IC O T.

34. Has your household had expenses for storage in the past 12 months?

YES... I ]
NO.2 .138) El

35 36 37

For which crops? How uach was spent for storage Now did you arrange for
of ... 1 1... during the post storage?

LI6T THE CROPS ITH 12 aonths?
IIEIR CORES. PRIYATELY . CIDT . 6

SOHEPALN.. .2' ONRA .::: 7 M EIT]
LIST ALL CROPS BEFORE SATNACI....3 COOP RATIVE.8 I ROP 
60INS To 36-37. SOBSO- 4 OTHER PRo L IC'-

CODE AMOUNT SAPN..: :5 AMENC .

____ _02_____ - - I

0- -*4------ =

38. Has your household had expenses for labor during the past 12 wonths? CCR Es

VES .. .. IF COCOA....... I
NO.2 .401) PE ...... 2

3S. How much wis spent for paid labor during the past 12 months? (Since....I PLANTAIN .. 6

AMOUNT: IFRI 1TEE...

-ilOUHT | = COLA RUT . S0

COTTON. 11
40. Has your household had other production expenses during the past 12 sonths, such as for renting PEANUTb .......12

animals, equipoent or machinery, for maintenance and repair of buildings or wachines, irrigation TOBACCO . 13
charges, fuel oil, electr city, other fuel, etc? PINEAPPL. 14

SUSAICANE ..... 15
YES .. ..l
NO 2 (142) i CASSAA . . 16El YM ~~~~W........17

TARO.. I......1
SHEET POTATO. 19
MAIZE.20

41. How such was spent for all these other farm inputs during the past 12 months? RICE .21

AMOUNT: MILLET FINIO
RQMUM......22

V IEARLES... 23

42. During the past 12 months, have members of your household taken part in any exchange
of unpaid labor?

YES ....I

NO ...2(1044)

43. How many man hours of labor has the household received in thin way in the last 12 mouths? 9D3
NAN HOURS: I



S E C I I ON 9 . P RT .D F AQR N I N P U 1 S ( C O 1 T.

44. During the past 12 months, has your household worked land as sharecroppers?

YES.... I
NO__... 2 048

45 46 47

Nhat crops sere grown? Hoe eany hectares of .. I I.. Nhat proportion of the harvest of
eOre worked by sharecropping? j vel to t.h did you or will youLIST THE CROPS NITA Iv toth Iandowner?

THEIR CORES. I NX
CODES: 1/4 2/3 [zrLIST IL CROPS 8FORE 1,3 3/4

61K1 D 4-47. 1/2 Other (Specify)
CODE HECTARES

O DI-

02----

0'3---~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 -- - tD---__-

CROP COOES:
48. During the past 12 months, has your household leased land to sharecroppers? COCOAD.

VES .... I CIIFF1E . 2:::::: 
NO. 2 (D52) RDIFm8T . I-2

_ ___ _ F _ &,, P^~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LjAT::::::::::4 O L PAS .
49 50 51 PLANTAIN ...... 6 0
What crops were grown? How many hectares of .. C I... What proportion Df the harvest eas IN..II ..A . .. 7 I

were leased to sharecroppers given to the sharecroppers? FRUIT TREES . 8
LISTTHEI CROPS NIT during the past 12 months?
THEIR COKS FIKITlCNWITCODES: 11/4 2//3CR

IST ALL CROPS IEFORE 1/3 3/4 C TON. 11
601K6 TO 50-51. __ 1/2 OIlER (Specifyl PEANuT .12

CODE HECTARES TO0ACC .13V ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~PIKEAPPLt ..... 14
__ __ _ - _ _ SIARCARE . Ij

__________-- - --- l1-- __ CASSAVA.. l 1I TAN~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M.. ........ 1
TRiO....... . 19

02--- _ ET POTATO .. 19
. E.......20-I---- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lt......21

=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~C )3-U i

52. Are yoo storing sowe of your crops, at the prosent time for consiueption by your household?

YES ... I
110. 2 (P55)

53 54

Ahich crops? For how long will the
JIECROP RITA ~~~quantity mme stored satisfy
JUT TE CRW NITHyour household's nees? [ jTIIEI CODES. ouhzso; Id7| h 

IS1 AU CROPS EFORE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CR

CODE KEEKS

_- - 2-

03. 9D4



SECTIOHN . |PART 0. F4RHI ItNPUTS IENDr |

55. Is your household had any contact with an agricultural extension agent during the past 12 months?

VES .... I
NO. 2 (IPART E) El

Sb 57 58

For which crops? How many times in the ast 12 What ans the reason for the last
ffi TN ~~~~~~months wer these ase"ts consultation abeut ...L 3 .. .7

ItHtRC S WITH consulted about ...
LIST ALL CROPS KEFORE FERTILIZERS.... 3
N6iff TO 575. 8O PRESERVATIO...4

CODE OTHER tspeci Y..

_ .I

02--

03

04 CO . 13

ND............ 4

C1VA . lb:::::O12

s& iE .... 21

9D5



S E C T I .N 9 | PAR . TRA N S F O R T I O F N 0 ER CR PS

Mow I ouId like to ask you some questions about the processing by your household of their crops
to uabe products for ssle?

1 Has any member of opur household durino the ?ast 12 eonths, orocessed any of his/her crops for snle?
For eia pum, by mabins palm Deaut or coconut oil, or pall mine, or attifih or any other product from
crops grose by your household.

YES. I

MO . 2 I? PART Fl

2 34 7 _ _

During the past 12 months, hs any For hou siny During these And how much soney Did they have to spend Roe such did they
ee per of your household made the sonths in t e months. hoe many did they usua ly onay for proctio sndiI pan
ofPyoPrl COF AHi forsehsdl. YES..' . u1 tIPROnBhUCTafollominj products from his/her ast 12 eonths tiees .id they receiveach t? a .. I

crops for sale? hae ge*ber of oell I ?xes.ple, to buy tools,
your household footaner,s transport,

PUT A CROSS AM ?H~~ [II madm . abor, etc.
APROPlATEOtO EACH [4 rsl?YES .. I

F 1. L PRORUCTS BEFORE TIME NO ... .2 l MElT
1MIG 0 3- * T MONTHS TIMES OMIT AMOUNT IPR000 II) AMOUNT

Attifti? | IBUIIUU m OI ___. _ 

cotonul oil? N 24-MO ___ _1I _ - 10 ------- ---- ---- ----
Palo mine? 5 E-0 -1 

4-NO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

| ~~~~~~~YES-h r 

Millet, corni or YES-h
U fissva flour? 0-tt 4---- - -II -1 

I I _ 4-"0 1 1~~~~~~--------------S - ----------

f j ; r YES-t 1 

I I ~~~~~~~4-No 1 _ _ - _ 1 1 - _
Amidon? YES-h

4-MO - -
s or YES-P

[ vgeabIes1 | 1107| l 
[v~~~~ r.. .1a Ir .u.

Shea butter? YES- O
4-MO - --

[Peanut Dutter? Y ES-h |

I I ~4-MO° 1 -1_1_ __I _l-

Other products made from YES-1
Iour crops? *II
|SpKIfY: 4-MO ||___| |_ | |

I P A R T F

TIME UOIT: DAY ... 3 EEK .. 4 MOTH ...5 UARTER ...6 SEMESTER. 7 YEARM E. | 9E



S E C T I ON l p A R T F. I V E S T O C K

I Hs any member of your household raised livestock or poultry during
the pat 12 sonthS. (Since... )?

YES. .....

NO . 2 . PART J)

IF THE ANSWER TO 2 IS YES, ASK QUESTIONS 3-4.

2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 it 12 13 14

Durlnothe p1st 12 onths, hs me ano w many If they wanted to Durin the ow mnY Huuc H any How y How euch dd they R HoN uny Huuny
anyieber oyour hbarhof 1 . sell all these past 12 .. tC 3... aTtoqether hav ebers of ..I pay altogether for I . 1 I... .
ransed 1..C 1...? your do you I 3... today, eonths, have have they they reeied r nose- id they all the .. 3.. ere borr were eaten wre lost or

ousehold have how ech money mOHers of sold? fro) saes of hold oought uy? they boujhj during or received by the stolen ginee
sing Row? w Ided the receive ou hoar .nY. I the ast m onths? fs tirs of as
rsIng a ng paSt i. dur n urn h'l

PUT A CROSS I THE t the a1agatha o sola i2 ths? tie si 92 aur n OT in 'un .1c
APPROP IATE I i? (snce.)? r n h oths? P

5ON rETO 3-14.R V Nlh6l TINUHE5 AMHUNt IE 1 SOLO AMOUNT iii ILoIfiR AMOUNT MfCEEIVED NEATEN iMRCiFi A

_____ 4-N _ _M _ _M _UMIM II __ _,i ,EN _. __ , YES- YE ... Iin YES-I YE I1

_ep? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __IAA T

L - 4-NO -- -I------ -----! L--------------

L60ats7 rrEs-, 11-T r , i i , , , , , Z IIPigs YES-P- |E lE*E_
4-NO I- -- -- - ----

k t YES-Py Y

;IRahtsIES-P 1171 I I_____ I . TF IIIIIII

er L l-MO |U I- -U_i E

abbits? | YES-h || 111111111111] 9F

' *0- I 
loth 4-MOr m _ mi -- 1 __ 1 _ 1I= _-F
ISozKifyP A3-1 PA 9

I ' I ~~~~4-"°1 1 111 -1|1

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~|PR 6 |1



S E C T I10 N 9.

__A_______A______A______a______I___ PA T L ! VESTD0C E I PEYDIT Ri

A Ogring the pfst 12 sonths (since .............. i hive any meabfrs of your .......... IF TilE 61rER TO 2 is YES, AS 2-3l
tert, 2 uctla oain ed frs their nceia s? For example, silk _

yoqhurt egs orframRthskins.2 

IESn the past 12 hs (th n I.b Howuli each eons have lII the npa- Bhere did they obtain thisYES.I ( I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Iha a ehaber of our hous.hI be,o r hahudeetn .. C I..
NO. 2 ZO PART Hl l a .........J ordernt z r ° iF ,Ite5s lt h ? J In thI pI I PRasATE IIARKET I

2 113 _ . Pi0P lA
T

1 FTSI [SK (Since .1 l 

Ourinf the past 12 months, HOw each han your household E T AIOUNT | NEXT EXPENDITUREh odan . 1I.2. recejived fro the..l..o
fre their anial? lin the pat 12 months' IaY ESfo

PUT A CROSS I THE ince I |i nHor 1N I

A4TOEUIW H I ~~~~~~~NEXT PROIIUCIanfec?4-O i IU n n
IN|GT ; . AIIOUNT m aintfenance of penn 2 . - O

-ilk? I- --__ _ | including YES- |

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4N

Yoghurt, digua, cheese? YES-I 2 Veterintry services? YES-_4-NO - 4-NOH

YES-I nncalati ens YESI l
Eggs? ris-1 edc| and chemical I

4-No IU I I U U I products? I f-NO

| YES-t || n I _Transport of anisals, IYES-I
Tanned skies? 4-- - --- | femd, or supplies? 1-0

rOther animal prodacts? ES_ | Co.is7on, on the I YES-I 7

specify: 4-N Hfu o *n 4-N

;3 IPART H Como tan for eauel YES-I
can p enesalle. 4-NO

PART H. U T U A L A I D F O R L I v E S TO C Pac of YES- Ian gel aNd poultr'y' 1------
|rodects. 4-NO 

I Have the eebers of your household taken uart in n exchange of unpaid O n s f Y 9G
labor for raising livestock in the post IZ months (since.... 1? Other *l E tnrn for IES-

rai n ventoct and 9 I1
YES .... I pou.trl1
110 2(031 L J ........... spKifYi 0 P A R T J

2 HNu mans manday; of labor has your household received in this may in the

last 1o rth .
NANPYS: I I

3 Has a sieser pf your household had anv contact eith an atnt of SOOEPRA
or any other liviestock extension agenty during the past [2 onths (since.. )?

YES .... 

NO1....21( PART D)

4 How many eeetings have you had in the past 12 months?

Fi 77F1 sIeseFR OF NFFTFNlS :



S E C T I O N S. P A R T J H a N D T ODL 3

How many of the following tools are owned by meebers of your household? AITE l& N FOR

I Hoes: jj I 3 Machetes: [jj 5 Shovels: j j

2 Aes: F 4 Picksh ia 6 Wheel- PaRT I

SECT I ON 9. PFART K. FARN IN S E° UIPMHE

IF THE ANSWER TO I 1I YES, ASK QUESTIONS 2-11.

_ 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 9 10 -_

During the past 12 sonths Does any Hoe any What price could Has any How uany Hoe much did they Has any Hoe many How puch Gid they How cuch money did
since .... , has any member member of . 1 they sell all meeber of .. . I 1,. pay altogether sember of [ . .] receive altogether your oausehold
of your household owned our do the these ... I 1... our house- have they for these our house- have the for the s.le of earn by leasing
a . . ? household eeobers for? old bought bouoht .1 1o b? hold sold a members of all of these .. [1 1...

own a of your a ,. I. ilt gether? .I. I... your house- ..C I.. urir th ls
. I .. house- n Ie as t' in'the o ost hold sold 12'uonths?

PUT A CROSS IN THE __ Do"? hold own 12 months? 12 months altogether?
APPROPRIATE UOX. Alto-

gether?

i YES. ..l1 YES.... I YES .. .1 r NEXT
ASK QUESTIOIC' FOR ALL 1 LEa ITNJ -
EQUIPMENT BEFURE V No 2 WNDER NO. 2 NU"BER No ...2 NUMBER AHE
IDOING TO 2-Il. (151 OWNED AMOUNT (;h0' NOUGHT AMOUNT 41111 SOLD AMOUNT AMOUNT n

~iTaor?[ YES-I 1T___ ______IYE __i

_ ~~~~~~4-N U"iv US_-I_A-l | F -1 l|

Plough? YESI 2

L - 4-NO umussn omo l- 1Z -. *in

otht tractor or YES 1 31II

Ei.tle__ent ------- 4-Ol1UW U l-| - -- 1 l l_ l _ F l !

drawn -I . ,3------- - - - - -__---_-_

mFerentation tnk?l YES-I4-NO 1 1 1 1 1 I II 

___ ~-N _ _ _W HI ___ii _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _

Spryer and/or |YES- 21 ...__I I .. I I I L_ sger? ---- - -- I

E l ~~4-HO *NKEII111011IIIIIIIMIIUiIUI_UU_UU-Z UUIU ininL_ Draft bulloc_ Y_S-_ _ _ __ _ _ ______________________ ,111111..1.7
|rft bulloc`i? |YSIXEt1_1L__1

L _l 4~~-NO ll"l iuilig"l"l"l l >lgi_ ____ _ ___ __ … _ _ _ _ _ _ -___-_-_- --- I --- 9

Other oquipnent JYES-I _T_ I I . 9.
o1plnents? I-NO BONN IOOOOOil5OOOOO0911 _OO5l'gjE

[ tt1 1I [ E EN H _ F S E C T I 013



IO N I o . WHO N - F A R i S E L f - E n P L j i 
_-- T --- T- I--==

Now I Nould like nsae inforsation about the tredc businesses, industrkes, professional services and other snwl*-enlO ed Activities of the members of your household.
Let us begin with .. .1 NA E OF BUSINESS)... mananged or owned by... t NARE OF DEST-INFORMED PERSoNI.... IS HE/SHE AVA tALE TO ANSER ESTIODS?

CWPLETE THE NHOLE SECTION FOR EACH ENTERFRISE IF THE RESPONDENT IS NOT AVAILABLE, ASK ABOUT HAKE NEW APPOINTMENTS TO SEE ALL THE

BEFORE DOING TO THE NEXT. THE SECOND AND THEN THE THIRD ENTERPRISE. RESPOtLeENTS NOT AVAILABE.

[+ R A: t NF D R n TI O N 1

E __A k T - 0 ------- 

= -t==sOPERVI SDR= --- =---- ------ …- … --------------------- _ _INTERVIENER-
I 2 3

E N E o F TIH E L S I N E SS N A n E o F T H E D EST-INF R ED ACTHISU THE ERSON
N niTUkLLY ITRIN
T P E R SONI

R

XR YES. ... Y

s _______ NO 2

---1---------------- - ---- ---- -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -- _ _ -- -_- --

I---------------------------------------------- - ----------- - - _- _

[ii--- -_ ----I-------____ _ -- F] EIIIIIII-====_ ___ _ _ _ ==__==I=]_EL1.Z.
Li__ _ _ 1 1 1 7 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ ZE______ ______ ______
4o n 6 7 09 JIV it 12 13 14 15 16

Ho ong you or the What During the past 12 sonths During the past 12 esnths How many workers Is there loes this Does it give Does it pay Does this busi- hen the weployees of Roes the business
has this wen ers of your percentage (since .. . , hou many has this business Raid were paid during a union business them atid its ness pay the this business started occapy fixed
husiness household cow is owned b y persons altos ether have anyone in cash or in the Rant 12 in thin gie its Si ck I eaee? remployees legal minis% ) m awrk, did they siln, a premises or does it
been in all of this you and the worked or hebued in this kind, to cork here? mouths? bus' e irement wage rate contract Df ly so requently?
existence? bualineue? eksbaa'o oi banionons, including Including members of your 'Js ~ lae esoas? stating coldt aiose

gour yourself, honsehold sembers househuld Norki ni codiins
household? and others., paid or not? 1FNRTA

YES .. I A) YES ... I YES I YES... I YES...I YES...I YES ... IES.... I FIXED ......... I

I OS. NO ... 2 PERCENTASE PERSONS NO .... 2 11131 PERSONS NO ... 2 ........ 2 .... 2 NO 2 O.... NO .... 2 ITiERANT .... 

el-[---:X-----:r~~~~~~~~~~~~- --------:::--: :-:-IF I I I|-
LR=l1 ---- I IIII _L _ L L 1 ________________L_______]

--- ------ I 
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S E C TI I 0 i . PAR . En £ PEND u ESI

FIRST BUSINESS SECOND BUSINESS~~~~~~-L = *" THIRi _BUSINESS

I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

During the past 12 months, The lIast time Y HU How often do Do your During the past 12 sonths, The list tin you Hoe often do Do your During the last 12 months, The last tim you Hoe often do Do your
id your business f aid for y,.ou you pay for household did your businns (tre, id for .. 1 u1.. pay for . hous h old did your ousiness (trade tid for r .. Io hnI household

VA 2t iu«d Ife udch did you ...... I 1I... ? rs9 teher idsr,jrI ess?itr ov ch ... od c,did ye I ... [1? r n- f her indiusry rtosrn ht o such did you on e.rP 91. Esoerss
sine, £tc.3 estali !nfs ;Vd ies a enpen i ores Iorl spin:!ssn eaake eupen iores for ~he spend? lls

inditures for the es bq-~~ following? a olwIg sb
forovng theon he- f o owng

INCLUDING THE VALUE t l. INCLUDING THE VALUE tu'?he NMUING THE VALUE 1on?ing
PUT A CROSS IN THE OF PAENTS IN usehold PT A CROSS IN THE OF PAENTS IN houseold PUT CROSS IN TE EUPAYMENTS IN household
APPROPRIATE BOX. KIND. one lthin APPROPRIATE box. KIND. use thin APPROPRIATE BOO. KIND. une this

[1] Y~~~~~~~~~~~~~ES..I 112 YE.I
J TIlW TINE .. NE2 PEI;N..2 JNJ O.

,OR ALLNEXT.2 C RPLTIOOD ALL TRNE _ TIE P NEXT--
6 . 2-4. EAMONT T T EXPENDIT. TO 2-4. AMOUNT TINES |UNT EIPENOIT. TO 2-4. ANOUNT TIES UNIT NDII.

or other YES- I - II 1 gs or -ther |ES= | 1 ags or other I YE- P1 1
ioee n. eratrsu ionon? --- 0I---------- - - -I reeuneration? -- I-

.__ _ _ _ _ . _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ]_
[Ra. .. teri. -4- terials? YD 0 2 - _ 2UH Raw eterialo? 2-_-| ---F eiteriaIs- - NO 1-iuuiuIIimuuul P ------LAtilen for YES I for YESP Y- | I E
reNall. 0---__ -le'-I1 a - |--

4 4-NO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-OMUUIUM
__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ _---

Dental of eguip-| YES-t | Re | | | intal of eguip-l YES-R | | | Rental of eguip- YES- |
went, huildings, 4 --1---------l------f-----U c~~~~~ent, huildings -!!! 4 Iet hui Lda ,4-

eachivery? -------- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.-------s---- machinery' *eachinery?~~n veices,I o ----------

lMuintesunce YEHPMintenenac andl YES-P Ihainte ancean YE-
and repairs') -| repairs? e air? -

Iprs? 06. t r - -- - Transport? 4-NO

E; 1 l l | riIY YES-P | l;I YES-P 

Fuel? -- Fuel? 7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fuel? 7 -F-

4-NO W+Mii~ -4-NO t -I mM 11 M B 4-NO MMB

YES-P_____t YES-P f F JI E S-P 

YES-P YES-P YES- |
ItI-|-'111I'LiiiiIII'IIIJ1I11I1I1IIIJII1I1III IWater' 9 Water? 9 -

4NO PawMU U -O I1U11111

Daily YES-P I~~~~~ly V YES P F 1 I i Dailyjuai YES-P
tunes? 10---- I tnes' l-4l0-------------------t------t---------H------I--E1 tones

4-NO 11111MBMB1111E11 11111 IIMBII HIIIIIIF 4-NO IiUnM-nM IUI I4-NO unnnnnHE M111

IJA1 ___nuI MBa Analj YS-P J nIAnualI YES-P IIM
t__es? _ 4-N ta of111 111114H UIIUUU Km IBIB4N EII- UENEl11K I

loiher x?e YES ------- ther enpenses? _ESh = _ O? YES-

F 1] PT CE [ ..



PART Ca REIEi

1 2 3 4 5 7 B9

Fm' hor anv 4a thli Since ay last visit, how Since by lint vmsit, What as the value of minn*y Ivt visit, What oal the Has your businrsi ude He such di yd bi'
h tntbs ith es such has the businjs has this businns the n uayte hy o t th is n l a tho ae uln or B a s3ilt t su ar m k rflIC

last 1 2 onl vb net tput- r ceived fros the sale of also rKcnind Sy S ta t v idt 7 innl prput ayuc lslF*YIt visit t a .............. o e!o nvc
su ndRn....its ruductq s orPrnsIn the for& or SWc a" ows andu In 1. tu o b efore rI Ih Oa.tnt esh.e Isi ingnce its eroducts, goode or paot nth oa,h teJ sk hef r rihlB m eks

the i tsit urnco? of goods or urvicn? cus o r by ou hvEue that vis t? it I in usration,
O,sats vmie Ieod~b9s my iscide tIysa

Iiii"~~~~~~~~~~~i YES. * .l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v~~it? c pay PiBt kleM
IF2111 6..2 YES.. I YES ...I 5 V.

IUNINS6 I~ii SAUNT I... .2 (1 I AURMT I ....2 2(Ill ) A NlfUI MUNT

E l I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ __ _ _ _ _ I

1C It 12 13 14 15 I&

How eany day did this o you us part of the Hw such mooey from tht After akin prchus f Hou such 'Iy dajr nuly u sin Hom ych
apsese opeOrate duris mosey you ret from this tunines do yoo normal y the businsn d a t fr hav It af do p hass ora1 e o' l Hoy su
ths period7 ossin for your-ef enf bmninseln or yu r soott ro for 1 r «uslsandf th r or'r .iuj -Ftrm'1 daTrof
INCE LAIST VISIT i oR or yf r your household? housohld Ff or oysr ho vw? so ye jor I TINE UIT61

AE Y YES I ... I YE6 1 Y MOUT N....1 O

DA 4S IT 211...1.2 _ | E :i. It PT113 MOIUT UNIT OTPRT l

El _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _i

I Ii '111 II I

El~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~O



SECTI lN 10. IF RI S. SUS IIIE S SEIS 

I 2 3 4 547

FDi yur bsimsn Itrao,a instry, kn your busin Fnh uch c ,or b id I'd L i s ai ra
r si fdn*t. I Fr *f tb e ca rrntly o F any IN ,Il .1 of rtia Y r t ... 1 1wi t ....... 1 ini rocdiv

* IN N 11E S S rlil h ilast 1Ir tho? .. .I hI Itb .. , 4 r d l tI5b ltI2 t r

- E&i;||6 10 2 T s l 4)~~~~~~~om =|| ;;;? 5mt ir:44 .T It _ n7 j!tj-- t ZXr1 
gh1~~~~N&~~!j ,~~~~I~~11 ho~~usioulalI ay? ~ t9 I ls Rmhl PKTI

.NIUU ONIFM ALL .1 .4).
XlIii OEFE

0
INO00 TO 2. WANONT A10111 to Kit ITEM) 1111.

haldiogs *d lawd? IE-
hirycks. OoOtero, -

Tool, iioIw t, I YES-
sahosery? I J-14 I

Other durable too for YES-I
irouinj your bsnines? 7 I K I IES

I . " p 13 14 ' 4S 1* J 4 7

|6EC D Did ynr business trado indutry, Pon your husinss For hoe such could Nid your bhsniessno II u p id Iid your bniun e No ck did low
I ltrofnu~~"lont *tc I mm2 ̂y of th. I currently oF nyia r l*1o I"riany tn ..funr th .11 ll . 1 ............ lL"sim arna revoNO Dadyour hsinos Itrd, lutr, crrolselfl allof tkoath, lay ... fwr th ... ? ~ ~ .eose n

O* U S IN11 E S wS lsioi the lut 12 ths? ...1 I. .11. ? he ... *. ... .rI )...hy I th moel 12 Iorr th ...
FlIT:S I COin NtY( F1 ...y r gc"1 Attr'

1 b attIe.h iKT

C N'.TE OUSTIOi. FOR ALL A::21 O41 ... 11) .2(
I I?ENSEFONI FR T 2. NOT 0 |- ESi tarN) ANDAIT

BuilduAps nd lad? YES-i

I iitaoi-,trokoI ES- 111

'Ihcyclsa, coI
itt'hec) tautor, tru I -NO .I III * ItL5

Tools, qipapet, YES-i
lechan ry. I 

IDthr durable goods for YES-I I_I_I_I_I_I__
Al your hoinl_ IIEi USTESS

I ls 12 3 4 5 4 7

| 0 t h I R C IDId your businss (trade, inastry, goes your ousiness For hov such could Did yaur unsians Nlob oh "I pailifd yoerw o ll m¶ N moch dad
OIlS I S rslbrofusion, etc I an s ny aolthe Icurntly am ny lou all al of forcas any 1.. twt 1 e laY l io

E elloinS Sn thlast 1 moth ... I he . y last .in th? ... Wei-- 2||

iUT uAldinsni lad IN 1K FF1 ha s by day? li oth I I I I Ei T

|sdicln t uto truch, | YES-i | l l l 7 l _i
lotbirrl?~ ~~~~ ~ buit ay.tro Ast IT ttCAl ._ t. 

|t RIlc N UEST, | POD N 2 _4 .... IColra OP STE E I ALS..... inth? |u I-ut I

ITM KFOK Nftl imt _ 

h dapad laid? 11E64

roha -l- ,oo, trucks, YES-,
hicyclos, scooters,,I

101th"17~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~0

ither durable good for YES-I I_I__________
|runnion your hUosoinus 1 1 SECIONII



S E C T I 01 II. E I P E N D I T U R E S A N D I N V E TO RY O F D U R A B L E 6 0 0 D

=SPRISDR=- --

RESPONIENT: ID CODEK L A
=IIITERVIEIIER 

15 THIS THE PERSN ACTUYLLY INTERVIENED? YES. ...I N. 2 .111

P A RT A. D I L Y EIPETN1SES

1 2

Since my last visit have the members of ow much hs our household VFA CALCULATIONS
your household spent anything on the following spent for !... I... since
items? ay last visit?

PUT A CROSS IN THE EAPI1OPPRWITE B0. ASK AS

OIETON IFOR ALL ITENSBEF 60IN1 TO ANNT

Food and beverages consumed YES-I
away from ome'? 4 0Ne

Cigarette, tobacco, cola outs? ES-b 102

Cowcial or hm-ade p? ES
_103eIt t 4-0 ........-

Other personal care and health rES-I
rotdecte (toothpaste, shapoo, 10 t

etch? ~~~~~~~4-NO
Home maintenance products (broos, YES-b
detergonts, toilet paper, etcIl? C.S 4II 105 --

Charcoal? ES-

WUood? IIYES-|

II 4-N0 I1

Other fuel for cookis or lighting YES-I
(gas, kerosene, etc| 4-I I S -

16soline and motor oil? iY ES-b 11 1

4-NO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ llA

|ItPAIT BI



SEC I I o N I. I n1iiTTE rAA

IF THE OHSNER TO NESTlEN I IS YES, ASK 2-4. JIF THE ANDHE TO NESTION 11 YES, ASE 2-4.

I 2 4 1 2 3 4

Have the menhers of your household Since cy list flae auch did they Hatoe each did Have thewhs of yor ousehold spat Sin;* ay last Ha ech did they fle ouh dad the

itm duig h past 12 ousfhs oehr% of the spend on ... I I... the ph. 1 = :,ofIthe
I hou~~~~~~~~~~~sehold spent in the last 12 inh ahr "fMthe~~pu[ i onsy an sonths?hoehleet eh?

AUP I NATE HE I I..IPTA en ".. 1...?
CONPL.ETI IFOR ALL II YES .... EIN!11 IIE.THIES IYE..

INS. (HE 2 ?41 AE NTYANOUYESN....2I)______
I HIES EFORE 60INS I INEuo l TON c-

Shoes far adults? E Fojtre YE-I
lete,plastic) 1 - -- - - - - (hd, itah Cpoad, 3

4 NO mUUU.U *inIinHIU ~~~~~~~~~~~chairsi, rugs, etc.) r 4-NB-

YES-1~~tm?YE-

or, 7iI -k--- shet toweIs, hlanhets

I~fradult clsthing? ETlpoc teletrams, etc.? YES-I 134

___ J~~~Jj~~.IIIUUI.rn.UII.I~~~~MU.UIUu.UIUtc.)4 4-HO

Ad r it cithide YES- £aeee tic erv ? Y ES-I
4.It Clothes j (aio,hoseoy, ass,1
une h !IIUU IIuUUU t. 4-NB ii u

1Adultclothin~? JenElry, (latch s' YES-I

[Chaldree. cloth. n' YSIIEttasut leV e, YES-I

eAirs an ther evohs AII] he scuig POd)? YES-I
Ifor v'ehicleIs, other than 1--~ 2 2- --1 -
gaoine ad.? oi-NO~J ~ U U U S4N I

Phlac transport, taxis, YE IRilrse t of loansi and YESh
? :~~~-- ~t:bhganbhs or Other 

[~oee repairs n g,sas YES4 124- Tontime? YES-I

Books usotehohok avd other YES-41 ldig and damies? YES-h

slchout supplies? 125 ~
iorschool expenses YES-I Fu___ ]Pnerals? YES-I

(titiew,.acceowdation, ------- 12

(modern and Y6- 1 ifts? YES-h
taDaIna 12 --- -- N

KIL s ceIs, 3 jI 7jI ~Other sopouses? E-

dt~~enito 4YE HOostUI kmiiii Speifyd they flM eechN did they

Eatchs Haveet oi E II tmypier y lose! lose ieth pc

etc.1IO Bniuu B UJ U U 5 UBU1 Have the orew of your tbs.d4HOTAHhh
- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~household onet inTeel wa

- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~daring the past 2 meths? 11

'(bards or avaa4als)? --- -------------



SE C T I O N I I P A R T C. I N Y E N T O R Y O F D U R A B L E 6 0 0 D S

INISTRUCTIES:
~ITED THELIST BELOW, 2 3 4

M TKIMIINM FeLLe ESTIOH: _Please descrihe all the .I I In *hat Hoe much did you If oui "at to
omed by mbers of youra how sdoid year did pay for this tell this .t I

Do the mebers of your household have y ou ... 1...? today, how mich
(TKOF 60001? accuire moul T 'd you receive?

I ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~th.s ElINA A GIFT
PUT A CROSS IN THE APPROPRIATE BOX FOR EACH ITIETIITEAN SCRIPTION IE. COLE, ETC.) . I I? I AN EXCHANGE,
!MTN6IADTO THENEXT ITIE. FINALLY ITEN TO AHI TIJ O¶ F!T

F@ IIHICH THE AWUER IS YES, AK OUESTIOII 1 E TIERN TOE5 IT TEN IN TIE L PT 11FNCH THE vat o theDUEtTON 1. ~E ANSHER OAS YES. vli fti
... I ...ee oh s FNX

N ASK IIESTION I FOR ALL GODS BEFORE GOIII TO 2-4. ou acquired it? IT
Do the embers of your household have .
ITEN CODE YES H ITEN |ESCRIPTIO |CU E YEAR AMUT ANIOUT

Seting mchines? 201

Gas stoves? 202

_ _fr _gr?23 _ __ __ _I_iRefrigerators? 203 ________ __________
Air conditioners? 204

Fns? 205

Radios? 206 _ _ _ 

Radiokassettts players? 207 = = 4 _
Phoioqraphs? 206 S _

Streo equipennt? 20 _ _ _ _____ -
TV sets? 210 _ _ _ _ _ _ I l

Bicycles? 211 7 _ _
hobylettes? 212 _71 * | 
Cars, other vehicles? 213 _ _ 8 

1 1 61 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1191 1 I 11 1 1 1

[2 II _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l i
1201 1 1 11 1 ...... 1 I

le ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ l

19~T



S E C I N 0 1 I I P A R T D. E I P E N S ES F O R R E 1 I T T A N C E S

1. During the pst 12 sonths hs ani ember f your household
I. IhiF jren or r lti nvS""lOet|*;Ot" t of our househo? For example,peh rsons.

YES. I

NO 2 (I SECTION 12) EJ

Now I would like to ask you some uestions about the persons to whoe
the meNbers of your household send assistance.

PUT GUESTINS S3-7 FOR ALL PERSONS LISTED IN 2.

2 3 4 7

What are the names of all the Ahal is the reolationship. of Nhrj does,he/she Inwhat re.;ion is Now such money have is part of
esuoas to whos sabers oyr E ; ° ttehead of the live' 7 zt in ..... ? thiS pae' members of the this

hOUseftldg have nest assistaue hosNeholdh h Iseod set o sitance.
during th past 12 mWats? a'ONFEto 'ro he~ ~ e

....... R :": READTO THE IUHm din the lue seabers of
LST ALL hANES 6EFORE 60lh6 FAN 6R SROThE R . ... REESPONDENT, IT WE ST . o} coni Nbutions in our house-
JST_AL AESBFOE.DN S REIN T RTER..:::~ I i $R i Id?

IF THE RESPONDENT S1 NOT WISH ..... AAo. :: ::: YES ....I
P ERSw JZ,Z I IS. | | _IEUI j,,, ........ . ............. I, I0 "i.| lia5.,

_-WANES, NIINEE ThE SI TE A lame ......... ..PER~~~!JNL ~~ :~~ A small........9.:::.A7N .

I OT ~~~~~~~~~~~~ERSON, NOT A . ID 
RELTED ......... 10 JI

E . . t3
e2 NAME- 1 Ut& 14 A rO-N

E1Z11 1- -___ I -I I _____I
21 _] I I I III

___l _____

__ __XE ___ __
_ L___Z________ _ ____ _ __________

.1 I I I~I

| I S E C TION 10 12|



SECTION 12. FOOD EXPE NSES A N HOINE PRODUCTION
sSUPERVISOR- S ----

PART A. FOOD EXPENHSES [EPNET

IF THE ANSWER TO A I IS YES, ASK 2-6. _EPN_T_--------_ _- -

1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~2 3 4u hi 5 6 jID CODE: E
During the past 12 months, have the Have the members How uuch did they in the last 12 mos During these How such did they ID_ ________
mbers of your household bought any of your household spend? (since...) did the monthc hoe often usually send INTERVI ERER ---of the at oeiso foods? hought .. I.. members of your did they usually mih tiU27

IN IDE ~~~~~any snice my last household buy... buy I.........? II
CO@IFIPETE 601QU [ THESTI IIN 11b THIS THE PERSON ACTUALLY INTERVIEWED7 YES.. I NO... .2C ET I. .I YES..t OIINS CITED FOON

.~~I _ ___ __LIFED DF2R 6ING IT NO... .2 (14) AMOUNT WNDER OF NOATHS TNSAOUNT

Rice? YES- 0
301-

_ 0 4-NO0 I-I IU U UU 2

L M2esa (cob, grain or tIES-1
flourl?-0 __ O _I' 

_4-ND_-|| -

7ie IoaNrI foe YES-I 03

-~~~~~~4N

i n tri* or flour )?9" E- I _ 

I4 _N I U U U .1 1E - -I Ii

I l . . . . .

aSsaareaw ,lor _ a for IY~: I I . I

l Pl ns _YES-1 __

l-oth -13------
L | 4-Nu |||_gHUDDiRNlUhiIiiJDlUHUNmUI IfDIDIIUIIin "

_____4-30 ____.______,_ .
C ookies ndc YES-I 1 1st t1 I DAY ....

oI tre f S I F3D 1 - I _ I I s

4-HO MEEiKu m ...n n in m

f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~URE .. 6 

thr sweets paotato, tooIYES-) E 

tao? 31 S- 1
4- - ------

Ol ptalm Irnu orts? r Y ES-I || -- -L L4-NO 1N3_- 12_ u --- | l

leaur ets rotated, r | YES-I 3|*or butter)?-313 DAY|| 
|~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~4M UNI OF HIOE NONTH.5 -

|H*pl nuseed s (aoao coco- YE- Ol l | |, 
I ut IAr ouloul 31 1 _ B11 _

jIsh;dshtosed, fas? | YES-I ||1 X Z I Z ~ ' ~ l D1A



Ch1Ck", 1"Ck p1 2on YES-t2 4 5 _ _

|F ;I nd shug tutter? |f,.. , FtFOB CICU|LAIIES
hi moid~ I-..34,h did they 0 '-i..ies -mci i

th Yllceim I oodsF hoc1(it an..( I monthcs Wnt:.) o t ofe1CSCII spo eed ie'

____ _____[j jvit?______ visi? 1

L _ _~~~~~~~~~~I. .2 (14 8501 11ME 1~5111 lISAA

Chittee, dcct Pa I SEl YES-I - I I I I I C
or EF -

NOO m .. 2 m1 MMIn HUIM NUUIUO -WN_=1S =111 AD

Cikn 
IES-

eiterke o -tcr ted m 317
4-No t- nIUnmUuIin

sho nd bheuhtter? YES-i

I^lcoholac bsw ragn? |- - 11-W2s---- -__ -_-_-

__ _ ,__ j_jta. i um uu .i . .

Itbnficdoili peanute oI, YES-I 1 

YES- 
4I

CDlS, soJI 
Lrnnt 

*i~terIeardarirm7 - 32---- -- - I I I I I . .

lloulo poslc) Tj~~UES-I, ||3I _ 1 BSE 

F 4-NO nI Ufh

L-;;1b ~~~~~~~~~I_III I YI I

;4 ool nd oter n o efta iES- 1 326l l 

FC. cofe Son .r .s . . ......... 

-- -- -- TE

Ilear, nadien, hromeyts, I YES-I

selarca -----2--3-

0t, ~ 4-NO i I~iU IUI--- ~- -

[Acyohtloc beverghes? |ES-I

I.the IOst h YES Ir 1 _ _ 1 1 1 1

I Eoka e I-----t--2- - -- ------- --- ----



S E C I O N 1 2. P ANR 1B. CO NS U 11 P I I O N O F H Oll P R ODUCT1

1. oIwing the !ast 12 menths, have the ebeer of your household sates foods
rme or ralsed by the heuseso d

YES ..... I
11 . 2 lD SECTIO 131

IF THE 011NR TO IS YES, ASK 3-5. ---- COIMIIIUE IF THE MIER 10 2 11 YES, AN 3-5.
2 3 4 5 2 3 4 S
krin2 thl past 12 onths, have the During wich How saNO times How eych wild it hrlnq the past 12 e-oth,, h,ve the During udicI HN eas t'e e uch would it

meeso a our household -atu sctsin th pst durinohs cost touhy the meIesm orhugn ersmnhSi i stee ci obYt
h. * howthat he-prm2 eed? 12 mo i h e u e h did they asoe th eat ...1s..2 ts I i . that mesh gast 12 c 5 .cit a. at the tdid your household *at each -l?p1sc..~ m o~iec ayr

consue the..[ l.. reduced
III A INRO^1 S E 1111E [i |-"H 1..7t produced? L 1IRPU AI ICTE .M C Affl. ~ I] M"IIE NUDE R FlT 1JTNE I]~ue
ASK IESTIOMS 2 FOR ALL OFASKOUETTOMCFT ALLI 1L15~
FOMD EFORE 60INB TIME WUl E IN DOlE ITINETo3S. D !IBER OF I1MHS TINES UIOI ANIUMT T59 OIDED F 0(T11 IMES EIIY -- f

___ __ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __ _ _ _ .dOU

Rice? ES-b | _ - _ Fis-, and eelfish? YESis_
4-U ------ ini 4-NO

Iaize (cob, grain or YES-II Sa1 (animol or bird)? YES-

filoslri? | 4- |_M O_ 1 _ | | | 4-MO

Hilleft, f ouio, sorghum -1YES-b Chc.,dck, to,r ;y~ E
(grllns or flour)? 4- 303 |pig. other poultry ? I

Cassav (raw starh, YE-Io Befmto ot ok E-b 

flour or dried)? 3 o doeeDenttcld Otmtedt?C 4-MO I
Yas? YES-b Cick. egk s ? YES-b

1- 4-f-ul uim niin 4--MO-

Plaintain (raw or floor?) YES-I tsroV med shea YESb 4__

Taro set potato, YES-H Frlt Ioraa seew YE84 ________potahto meadrisee, pjvs

oil palm out? YES-I Begarcae? YES4 1 1 _______I

[P.*uts (roasted, raw or YS-h Lfi I othTe vegteka n YE-b
i-u ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~on on, ; e tp. t,

Other Im Nn Sin Y Milk amd milk prodKcts? YES-bkm ow m,ea , aoado, I YE
ot,fresh or dried) -4-rn4-O11. 

Other fids? YE-b 

4t-u 332 - - II0 
~~~~~~~~b-- |IC 105Elll 13|

TIME ilol

12B



41PERVISOR= 
S EcIOW 13 FR E R I I

ECEI ___ _____ _ __ _______ _ IDEOi L..J
-IHTERVIENE 1IS THIS 1115101* PRESENT 0131B THE INTERVIEN? EI~A [ j j

I uould like to ask Yee sm qations about your pregoacies and all the childrm you have givee birth to.

1. Have you ever hm pregnant? Even though the prgnancy lasted only a fft snek or nonth.?

YES...I 1
HO....2 (122, lEII PAK(1

2. Hav you ever givem birth to a child? Eve. thoug the child lived only a short tioo, for exale a fn aisutes or boors?
YES...I

HO.....2 NIi, HEYIT PAK)1

VA Iuould Iteote1 ^ a cfl? e ljrtt,f all the thildren you have give. birth to,
111 yerr a o f rtt ret,

OK IETIOI 3-10 FM EACH CHILL HUI TO THE REPUET, IIN O1RDER OF DIRTH.

3_4 57 . . 10
0 eht is hisher la"? In what iSeta a oit a b I s still Is be/she W t5 Is Ho Ia t or HaIveou give. birth to sny other

R flld'~~~~~~~~~~sshtioran er"aigirl? Iltnviog? yi 7 dl besh chiOMe?R igilird", era~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. (3) -

E NY.I SEm...I YE l... ' J YES... I oerhlivd o l

I HNli TH YEAR BIRL .... 2_ 1NO ..... 2_1191 NO....2WiiI l OllT I| YEPRS _j.2 1,IEITPAU)lil_____ ___ _I___ ____02

_ -______ __ __ ____I
____ ___ Z r___,13

1221 | l l l l l l l l 

141 113 - I 

1|51 |t|| t t-|



II. COUNT ALL THE CHILDREN WHOSE WARES ARE LISTED IN THE TABLE.

I would like to he sure I have understood correctly. You have given

birth to ITOTAL) children. Is this correct?

I I YES (0 WRITE THE NURSER HERE) --------… _ _ I

I I NO i0 60 IAC% 10 QUESTIONS 3-10. CORREC1 ANY
ERRORS AND ADD ANY CHILDREN WMITIEDI

I INTERVIENER. VERIFY THE FOLLOWIN6 FOR THE CHILDREN LISTED AOVEi I
I IA) ALL CHILDREHIN O ARE HWSENOLD RENDERS (b.7) ARE ON THE I
I HOUSEHOLD ROSTER ISECTION 1). THEIR ID CODES ARE CORRECTLY COPIEDI

AND IHEIR MlT AND AKE ARE IDENICEAL IN IRE iWO PLACES. 
| 1I) ALL LIVIN6 CHILDREN HtO ARE NOT HOUSEHOLD HENDERS ARE LISTED
I IN SECTION 3D, IF LESS THA 30 YEARS OLD. 

WRITE HERE THE RAIE OF THE LAST BORN CHILD:

12. While you wore pregnant with (WAIE OF LAST bORNI did you go for pre-
natal cousultations at the PHI or the saternity clinic?

YES ... I
Ho . 2 (014)

13. How many times? I
TINES. I : ,

14. Did you give birth to (RARE RF LAST BORN) in a maternity clinic? I

YES ,.I
NO . 2

15. Iho assisted you at the birth?

DOCTOR . I !
NURSE.................2
RIDlIFE ... , 3
RATRON ...... ".. 4
TRSITIONAL NIDlIFE .... 5
RELATIVE OR OTHER .6

Th. Did you breast-feed (NARE OF LAST SORN) ... ?

YES STILL BREASIFEEDIN6 i
LAST BORN ......... I(0181 

YES BUt HO LONGEi
DEASIFEEDIN6 ....... 2

ND ....... 3 (Olt)

IT. how easy moths did you breast-feed the child? That is,
bov old was he/she when completely weaned?

111 INSi :I

ll. Have you had any pregnancies that mere interrupted before term,
through a miscarr age, even though the tregnancy lasted only a few
weeks or months, or havy you had a stil hrn child?

YES. I I-------
NO. 21020) I 13



19. Iha easy tKh prgonsacies has you had is yea life?

20. Are you prtgsant no? __

NO . 2 022) __

21. No easy smths? _-_-__ -_-_

RUINSS I

22. Ate you tarried nov, have yot heen earried, or have you
already lived vith soseno.

VES ...I -----I
NO....2 IISECTION 14) i

23. 11am old tare you hen you and your first hushand or boyfriend
started liviog together?

24. that soth and year mas it? I

U:TIl: INUM. I~~~ I .:

YEAR:

; SECTI;O 14

13



__uD _ PCUYlSRl8S R-ECIO IG OTNER !=COME |

I uld liku au to tell se about other income received by *esbrs of your --ME----_-_-_…_ - _-_ID CbDE- -
bavuehold during the past 12 sonths. That in to say, incane received Dv - L i
ttune persons: INTEVIEIWER I

LEAD TNE MAKES OF THE HOUSEHOLD CARD TO THE RESPONDENT IS THIS THE PERSON ACTUALLY INTERVIERED? YES.. I NO 1
rP A R T A.11 I S C E L L A N E D U S I N C D N E--- COTNE

PAT . .ICLAEU _Hi~ P OT_UR____ _ i _______

1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~2 1 2

During the past 12 months, has any member of What is the ualue of uring the past 12 months, has any seeser of What is the value of all
our household rtleiyed inoae in csh o in all incoe reved ousid rneived inran in cash or in aoce received the
ind from the follninig sourres mYt e t ebes° o ur tnd ram tne f owloing source7hdi s ginldhy the seehers of your oueodeeejen Ifoa ln0sed

household in ash ir i .x r "u 
k ind frno.. . . ro I[ .

PT A CROSS IN THE APPROPRIATE j durini the past 12 IT A CROSS IW THE APPROPRIATE dur the past 12

AafoIIEB1TON TIFOR IIITM JEGSTIOW TI FOR ALL ITEMS
9Bp IWB" TDF2. ALL ITEAS MOUNT 08I AHNOIT

1I~onaI Social Nelfare Fund YES-P [ifts? IYES

" ---"--- r - No I-NO l--i

Other pension or retiresent YES- ! 2ury or inheritaoce? IYES-! I 1- L

I ___ | I-NO I L I I l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-NDo_1 

[Other unemployment insurance? YESJ P 3 ILottery winninos? YES- NO -_|

I - l-N | | ------- NO I!
,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ic& fr .ts ofln,eup

IOther medical or life | YES- || _i_lo_nt or b ifldino s?me land, Hp (YES_ __||_
IImurance7

. LL BEHA DF THE HOUSEHDLD OR

| I f~~~~~ ~~~~-NO ||||FIT RIIMF I SUIIIESSES 1-110 

Dividends on investnents? YES- Incon frn the sale of land? | YES- f |
111¶ 1LF IF THE IY5l 1IO

l l l ll I llncue~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'" frno the sale of ve ictsl l 1 
lnterest on savings or other YES-P 1i 1ce trucks, tbicyclen, etc T7 YES-
accounts? I0'I-- -H aMLF OF TH- -R[HOLO OR F 1
| ____|____I____ND___ || .jj5qII~!~!!!~I |I' ARNS AND EDuII IEES). _NFI -IID

| Income from loan repaycentt | YES-f || | |Pncor from the talm of build- YESif |
to mers of your Houshsod? | ._o7_,_ _ _,_ _ _ _ _

Incou fron a tontine? 1 I7IIE |j-Othnr incme or grants? 

[Scholarships or other education ES-}1

ts _ _09_ T-JI! !i 14A



S E C T I0 N 1 4 . P A R T B. I N C OH E F R 0 N R E N I T T AN C E S 

I. During the past 12 eonths, has any meeber of your household received
money or noods fpro persons who are not meehers of your household?

coa=?eA assjstahr Apwet be reLatives morkino c ehsukre, or by chijArn
Of hoaseholh eobers, by friends or by neighbourt.

YES.. t

NO. 2 2 SECTION 15)

Nail I would like to ask you some questions about all the persons Nho have
sent assistance in money or goods to your household.

[FOR ALL PERSONS LISTED UNDER 2, PUT QUESTIONS 3-7.

2 4 7- -

What are the nases of all the hat is the relationship of Were does ke/she in whipt region HWow much money have Is part of
° ersuno who tmnt nor2 o foods .NA" to the head of the live? Is. i sh Is this place? housoho d mew th ossast-

osemorsofyour o~seu1u ouseHd rinveb~-civ nelb
uroag teps12onh

7 on ao the uis' repai uto the
WIFE/HSAND .......... I ~Moontiis, inc ading sender?
CH L.............2 REARTENSES 01 . the value. ofal

F8 ETEi bh Bg0iHER . .... 3 TO THMERESPONDENT SPAH EST . ayme ats s h ki ed?
IDOTHER . 4 CNR...

,RITE DOWN ALL ThE NAnES BEFORE NfEC ORNEHEW . 5 A city ......... T. ENtE. 6 .4Y
GOING To 3-7. SON/DAUHTE-ON-LAW....A.town... 2 WES......5 YES.... .1

I EROTHERISIER- N-LAW. 7 A e :3 E6ST .
IF TIE RESPONDENT DOES NOT WANT ARNSIN -LA .AA salvII Iage....4 NO

1 :::: : go.. 2
TO GIVE WANES, WINER THE OTHE REAIEtFTH EDO amp.. .........5N
PERSONS. HiS/E POS........9 RUK 4ASO ...

OTHE PERS ON N6 A RINtA,. I IEXT

E RELATIE.. . . 1 PERSON

m _ 11 - - I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~AAI I 

N NAME __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ oAE i tA::1 ANOINT H_

EL_li _11 -
G-Iffi :: 1- 1il-l
EL- ---- l-W - I I

EL~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L

11J I_I
L_ ______ _____

14B

ES:E-CTIO a EiS



SEtCTION I5. CREDIT AND SI1NG6S

FOR CALCULATION

P A R T A. NEY AND SODS LENT AN BORRObIED

I wald like to ask you sose untions about ay loans by mefsn of Your
household to other people that hwae not yet OeM repaid.

I. His dog icier of your household Int aoney or goods to individuals
g dor hu$imesms that hve mat On r paid? For ex ple, lonse
arionds, n5yhtours, reattves or ausins prtners that have not ye?

YES .. I [
lll .2 to 31 El1

2. Nou och altoetrf iss ° b; thes persons to eberws of your
houseold at the prestoM

TOTAL AMTO |

3. Have any members of your household borrowed money or goods froe a bank,
a business, a cooperative, a ouverneent ageocg, # moneylender
a relative, a friend or ny other individual br institution, that they
have not renaid? Includinog loans of capital or goods for businesses
or farms belonging to the household?

YES....I

NO.2 ( PART C) 

4. How such altogether is owed by esebers of the household to these persons
or institutifos at the present time?

TOTAL AMOUNT: _ _ _

15A



S E CT I OI 1 1 5 . SECIIOH 6 LONS D ONTRACTED

I would like to ask you some questions about the loans contracted by
seebers of your household that have not yet been repaid.

_ 2 3 4 5 t 7 E 9 to 11 12 13 14 15

To which banks, business firms, CREDITOR How many HoN such have the In what Was a rate bhat Have the How Did the Do the men- Now much do they When will If the loan Hhy was
cooperatives, qoverneent agencies CODES loans members of the mooth and of in- was household such household hers of yoor pay and how of ten? they have had to be this Bonely
or other inis itutions do you or have been household borrowed year did the terest the membors had did meebers household fini|shed pay- repaid borrowd?
the member of your faily owe PRIVATE contract- froo ... 1... household specified annual to fay, or they have to make regular ng ff the today, what
oney or goods. INDHIVI- ed from under this loan? If members for this rate s mi pal pay or gioe repayments de6t? hNount w tuld

ORAL .. I this thmlorrowed goods, borrow this loan. of adtonl wlI something to .. 1 I? have to he
To which individuals Imonevlenders, PRIVATE person or wht is their money mon oat- money or hey a cplla paid? FARM ...
friends, relatives, etc.) does your RANK. ...2a gency? vle? tesey goods erest? iod n add- ~havey to tserufla NO FIXED NESI/
household owe money or goods? 6O0yT fromgIto to pay? for this RATE DON'T RS.

RANK.. 5 3NUBER ... IH..? r n :he lone? KIO K1 .1..Oi
CORPERA- ALL LOANS loan? .... 4
lIVE ... .4 FRON EACH YES. .1 YES. .1 YES... I

IF THE RESPONDENT ROES NOT WISH OTHER .. .5MSUCE. YES. *.. I
TO GIVE HARES, HILMBER THE PERSONS. -H H. .. 2 NO. O... .2 HO.. .2 M IMENT U

AMIOUNT MOTHYEAR (00a) lh__ 1010 AMOUNT - (011 AOH II OT IER AON LOAN-

___ j_ __ _ ______ ___ ____ ___----- - ------ ---- - - - - -f X 

_ __ __ -' - _____ __ _ _ I _ . __i __I 

_ o _6 _ 
F-THE UNIT OAY.. 3 WEEK .4 MONTH.. .5 QUARTER... 6 SEMESTER... 7 YEAR ... 8

ArT--- .-- 1 17_____1 - -____

D Ooes any sesber of your household have any of the following accounts?

A. Post Office Savings Account
(PTTt? …------------------ 

B. Bank savings account?…---------- I

C. Housing savings fund?--------- N j

0. Rural savings fund (CREP)?------0 

E. BNDA fund?----------------------

F. Caisse autonome dlaaortissesent?

6. Postal checking account?-------- L
N. Other bank accounts?------------|

1. Bonds?-------------------------- J

J. Stocks oin companies or banks)?-4

2. What is the total value of all the above Accounts and of other
savings outside these institutions belonging to all the members of your household? 15B

1TC
JOIAL ~ -~ A- ---O--NI--- E tl O O F S E C a H O R O U N b

_-----==== = -]
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Annex III: Coummunity Questionnaire
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The World Bank

Living Standards Measurement Study

* * *

COMMUNITY QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME OF VILLAGE: __ CLUSTER:

DATE OF INTERVIEW:

NAME OF SUPERVISOR: CODE:

TIME BEGUN: | TIME COMPLETED:

Revised October 1986.
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* LIST OF PEOPLE INTERVIEWED *

NAME TITLE AND OCCUPATION
-------------------------------------------------------------- __------------

I.

2.

3.

6. i

7..6. 

7.

10. I
________________________.___________._________________________________________
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SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

1. How many people live in this village at present?

2. What are the principal ethnic groups represented in this viliage?

LIST IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE

(a) __-------------------------------

(b) ........................................

(C ) i- - - - - - -

(d) ______________..

3. What are the major religions practiced by the residents of this village,
in order of importance?

(a) ----------------------------------------

(b) .

(c )… - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - ------ ----- - - - -----

(d) _______________________________________

4. Since 1980, have more new households moved to your village, or
have there been more households that moved away?.

MORE ARRIVALS ......... ........ I
MORE DEPARTURES ............... 2
ABOUT THE SAME OF BOTH. 3
NEITHER ARRIVALS NOR DEPART ... 4

5. Is this village made up of only one aqqlomeration or of several
hamlets or encampments?

ONLY ONE .....1 (Q 7)
SEVERAL ......2
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6. How many hamiets or encampements make up this village?

7. For about hc,w many years has this village existed?

SECTION 2: ECONOMY AND INFRASTRUCTURE

1. What are the major economic activities of the people of this village?
(IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE)

(a) ---

(b ) =._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(c) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _

(d ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. Do you think that life for the people in this village is better or
worse than it was in 198'0?

BETTER ........... 1
WORSE ........ 2.I..
NO CHANGE ........3

3. Why? WRITE ALL THE RESPONSES.

(a)

(b) __.

(c) ______.__________.--___________--____________________---_

(d) __
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14. Does a paved road pass by this villaqe?

YES .. 1 ()6)I
NO....2

5. How far from this village is there a paved road?

KILOMETERS:

6. is the road that comes to this village impassable during
certain times of the year? v -7

YES....1
NO ...,2 ()) 8) .... 

7. How much time is the route usually impassable durinq the
year?

B. Do any households in this village have electric current?

YES ...1 Li
NO. ..... 2 0D l.0)

9. Do most households have currents or only a few?

MOST HOUSEHOLDS ......1
ONLY A FEW ........... 2

10. Do any households in this village have runninq water?

YES.. .1
NO....2 0) 12)

11. Do most households have running water, or only a few?

MOST HOUSEHOLDS ......1
ONLY A FEW ........... 2
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12. What is the major source of drinking water for most people in
this village during S_ry --son?

PRIVATE TAP ................. 1
PUBLIC TAP ................. . 2
WELL WITHOUT PUMP .............. D
WELL WITH PUMP ................ 4
SPRING! RIVER, LAKE, RAINWATER.5
OTHER ................ 6

(Specify:… _______…_)

13. And during the rainy-season?

PRIVATE TAP ................ I
PUBLIC TAP ................ 2
!i ,t.,T THCI!JT PuIMP .............. 3 n7
WELL WTTH PF!MP . . .

SPRING, RIVERP LAKE, RAINWATER.5
OTHER ..... 6

(Specify:…-----------------------

14. Is there a "maquis" , restaurant, or bar in this village?

YES ... .1
NO .... 2

15. Is there a post office, telegraph, or telephone in this
village?

YES.. 1 (3i 17) ... 
NO...... D

16. How far away is there a post office, telegraph, or
telephone?

KILOMETERS:

17. Is there a permanent (daily) market in this village?

YES..1 (D2)El 
NO.... 2 
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18. is there a periodic market in, this village?

YES ... 1
NO....2 (> 20) L

19. How often is this market?

__ TIMES PER __ 2 21)

20. How far away is the nearest periodic market?

KILOMETERS:

21. Does public transport pass by this village?

YES i... ) .....2l 
NO....2

22. How far away must vou qo to catch public transport?

KILOMETERS:
0O) 24)

23. How often does public transport pass by this villaqe?

___ TIMES PER __

24. Are there any children in this village less than 12 years old
who have paid work:?i

YES.. .1
NO .... 2

25. Do any of the people in this village leave temporarily during
certain times of the year to look for work elsewhere?

YES.. .1
NO... .2 (}'\ 30)
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26. Where do most of them got (NOTE THE NAME OF THE PLACE AND COUNTRY AND
WHETHER IT'S A VILLAGE, TOWN, ETC.)

(a) ___---------------------------------------------------

(b) ___...................................................

27. What type of work do they look for during these times of the year?

(a) ___---------------------------------------------------

(b ) ___- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2e. How long do they work away from the villaqe before returning?

29. What age are most of the people who find seasonal work outside the
village?

30. Do any people come to this village temporarily during certain
times of the year to look for work-

YES.. I
NO....2 ;h 35)

31. Where do most of them come from? (NOTE THE NAME OF THE PLACE, COUNTRY,
AND WHETHER IT IS A VILLAGE, TOWN, ETC.)

(a) __-

(b) __-

32. What type of work do they do in this village?

(a)-______----------------------------__________

(b) __-

33. How long do they work in the village before leaving?

34. What age are the people who come here to do seasonal work?

___________________________________________________._______
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35. Is it easier or more difficult to find work in this village now
than in 1980?

EASIER ........... 1 D
MORE DIFFICULT ..2
NO CHANGE ....... 3

SECTION 3: EDUCATION

1. Is there a primary school in this village?

YES...1 |t3)
NO .... 2 D

2. How far away is the nearest primary school to this village?

KILOMETERS: t
FOR ALL OF THE SCHOOLS ASK: SCHOOL 1 SCHOOL 2 SCHOOL 3

3. What is the name of
the school? NAME:

4. Is it public or private?

PUBLIC ..... 1
PRIVATE .... 2

5. How many classes are there?

6. In what year was this school
bui lt?_

7. About what proportion of the boys of primary school age are enrolled?
That is, is it...

Almost all of the boys ..............I
More than half, but not all .........2
Half of the boys .................... 3
Less than half ...................... 4
Only a few boys .....................5
None .............................6
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S. About what proportion of the girls of primary schooi age are enrolled?
That is, is it...

Almost all of the girls .............1
More than half, but not all .........2
Half of the girls ................... 3
Less than half .....................
Only a few qirls ................. 5
Nione ............................. 6

9. Why are some children in this village not attending primary school?

(a) ______________________________________________________

(b)

(c ) j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

10. Is there a secondary school in this village?

YES...1 -) NAME OF SCHOOL: 0) 12)
NO.... .2

11. How far away is the nearest secondary school to this villaqe?

K<ILOMETERS:

NAME OF THE SECONDAF:Y SCHOOL:___

LOCAT ION:
12. Is it public or private?

PUBLIC.....1
FPRIVATE .... 2

13. How many classes does it have?

CLASSES:
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14. In what vear was it built?

19

15. About what proportion of the children of secondary school age are
enrolled? That is, is it ...

Almost all of the children ..........I
More than half, but not all .........2
Half of the children ................3 
Less than half ...................... 4
Only a few children .................5
None ............................ .6

16. Is there an adult literacy program in this village?

YES.. .1
NO... 2 ()) 19)

17. In what year was this program launched?

19

18. How many people attend these classes at present?

MEN:__ WOMEN:TOTAL--_-_ TOTAL: __

19. What are the most serious schooling problems from the point of
view of the people of this village?

(a ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I

(b)

(c ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(d) _____________________________________________
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SECTION 4: HEALTH

|- Is there a ... 2 How far 3. Where is thej 4. How long| 5. When

! I ... in this I from here nearest ... I does it was
I villaqe? is the c I... take tc this

nearest located? qet ...
jE3,..i¼~5) j ...E 2 I there? C J.

I YES ... i 5:;5) ) ..... I. built';
NfO. .. ,v 2;i c 
I~J. . . .2 W 2) 1 KMl | FELCE | HR | MIN | YEAR

a. L!octor i |

i i' j : i : . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. .. .. ... .

ib. Nrse I 

Ic. PharmaLcit? I I I I | _ ..

Id. Trained d 1 1 i i.
I n i dvi i fIe I 

le. Familv plian- iI
j ning work-er? i I I..

f. Trad'l birth
attendant?

t. ~~~~~~I I t. t ...
!Q. Healer? 1 1.....ii

I _ __ Ii _ _ _ _ __ i! _ _ I_

Ih. Hospitail I0 
|Ii. Diispenisarv? ji I . . |~ ~~ ~~ ~ I I -- I -. _I i

|. Maternity - +
| hospi t al? j
k. Well baby j

I clinitc?

Ii. Family plan- i

| ning clinic,'l.._.. 
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6. Are there any other health services or personnel in this village that
I did not cite?

YES... 1 -)D Specify: _ - _ - -- -
NO ... .2

7. What are the major health problems in this village.

(a) ___________________________.________________________________

(b)

(d) ___........ ....... ..... __. __________ ................

8. What are the major problems with health services for the people of this
village?

(a) ---

(b) ___ _______

(d ) ___.................... .

9. Where do most of the women in this village give birth?

THEIR HOMES .........1
MATERNITY HOSPITAL. .2
HOSPITAL ............3
OTHER .. 4

(Specify: __
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SECTION 5: AGRICULTURE

I
|l. What are the major 2. How many 3. During which 4. How is the

crops grown by the times per month(s) is it harvest of ...
people of this year is I planted? C 3... generally
village? .. E I.. During which sold? Is it...

planted, month(s) is it
in qeneral? harvested? At the village

market? ..
JAN...l JUL...7 At the market in

ONCE... I FEB ... 2 AUG ...8 another place? ...2
TWICE. .2 MARR.. 3 SEP .. .9 To private

IAFR...4 OCT..1O transporters?....3
MAY-.. 5 NOV. .1 lTo a public
JUN-..6. DEC. l agency? .4

To a cooperative?.5
PLAN HARV PLAN HAR Other? ............6 
#1 #1 #2 #2 (Specify)

b.

jd.

-t -_ __ _____!___

e. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

if ___ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I I - Il

I. . _ _.

[hi. ____________ .I ____ ______ I 
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5. Is there an aqricultural extention center in this village?

YES...1 (0>7)

6. How far away is there an a-r1ictT!r ten-r. :=.--ter?

KILOMETERS:

7. Does an agricultural extension agent visit the farmers of this
village?

YES ...I 
NO 2 )1)..... 2 |O

S. What agency(ies) are they from?

9. What services do they provide?

(a) _________________________________________________________

(b ) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(c ) -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'%d) ------------------------------------------------------- ___

(e) _________________________________________________________

(f) ---------------------------------------------------------

10. Is there a cooperative in this village?

YES ...I
NO .. 2 0;) 12)
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11. What is it's name and what services does it (do theyi provide?

0Y 13)

12. Do any of the farmers in this villaqe participate in an
aqricultural cooperative?

YES.. .1
NO... .2

13. Is there a tractor in this village?

YES...1 
NO.... .2

14. Is there a rice- or coffee-husking machine in this village?

YES...1 
NO... .2

15. Do any of the farmers in this village use chemical fertilizer?

ri
YES.. .1
NXO .... 2-

16. Do any farmers in this villaqe use insecticides?

YES .. I1
NO .. 2

17. Are there any irrigated fields in this village?

YES ... I1
NO .... 2

18. During the past 12 months (since ...) have you received more or less
rain than during the 12 months before?

MORE ....... 1
LESS ....... 2 
NO CHANGE ..3
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19. Do the people in this village buy and sell land?

YES-. .I
NO.... .2

20. Are there any sharecroppers in this village?

YE ... I .
NO....2 2i 22j

21. Are there many sharecroppers?

MOST FARMERS .........1
HALF . ........... 2
LESS THAN HALF. 3
ONLY A FEW PEOPLE .... 4

22. How much money does an agricultural laborer earn for a day
of workr

AMOUNT FOR A MAN:

AMOUNT FOR A WOMAN:

AMOUNT FOR A CHILD:

23. Is there a permanent herd of cattle in this villaqe?

YES ...1
NO ... 2 Gi 25)

24. How many corralc. are there?

CORRALS:

25. Is there a system of mutual aid among the farmers of this
village for field work? , 

YES ... 
NO ....2
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Annex IV: Price Questionnaire
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PrERANENT HOUSEHOLD SURVEY

PR I CE COL LEfCT IOI0N D AT A 1 9867

MNME OF LOCALITYs CLUSTER:

COLLECTION DATE |

DAY MONTH YEAR

NAME OF SUPERVISORs CODE:

1. FOOD PRICES

0 NOTE: hEIHTS ARE ALWAYS WRITTEN IN GRNS 4

CODE FOOD ITEMIST OBSERVATION 2ND DBSERVATION 3RD OBSERVATION
CODE ___OD __TEH IhEIGHT | PRICE HE16HT PRICE WE16HT PRICE

BNff
01 (with bones)

Fresh fish
02 lapp, capit, each) _

03 Ioorted Rice
03 (ot her than Uncle

Ben)

Loca husked
04 riCe

05 Dried onion

06 Lettuce

Salt
07 (large grain)

Canned tomato 70 gr. 70 gr, 70 gr.
08 paste Can Can Can

09 Peanut butter i

10 Pals oil 1
LKcal maiZe & .- 

11 (grain)

12 (grain)

13 haniac (raN)

14 Early yam

15 Plaintain

Palm nuts
|16 |(gr in) r 
17 Shelled peanuts |

Chicken eggs
19 (each)

1987



CLUSTER: _--------- _- __- - -- Z - - PAGE 2 - 1 74 -

1. FOOD PRICES (CONTINUED)

t NOTE: WEIGHTS ARE ALWAYS WRITTEN 1N 6RHS 4

CODE [OOD1ITEM IST OBSERVATION 2ND OBSERVATION |3RD OBSERVATION |

CODE | FOOD ITEH hE16HT PRICE VEIHT PRICE PRICE

23 Bread

24 Attihkt I liter I liter I liter

25 Cooking oil 1 liter 1 liter I liter

26 Sugar cubes

27 M7e9ti bot - ) 

28 Fanta (soda) ---
11. NON-FOOD PRICES

CODE ARTICLE MEASUREMENTS IST PRICE 2ND PRICE 3RD PRICE

Piece1t9L Dres umaterial 16 e*ers) ___

Plastic ~One air, adult
________ _. ______ ____ ___ _3 |Pl dtil c ico d hN3SVEA

20 land _n ban

21 Enamelled bowl 36 ces. diameter |

22 Mentholatus White can, 4 gr.____

29 Kerosene I liter

30 Matches Small bo 
One battery

31 Battery 1. volts i

Ill. PRICES ON AGRICULTURAL INPUTS

|CDE I INPUT | BRAND | K8HS? IIST PRICE12ND PRICE13RD PRICE|

40/ [Fertilizer 1 1
40/ Fertilizer L_1_1___1

140/ _ Fertilizer r ITI
41/ Insecticides |

41/ Insecticides _ _ _ _ ___

41/ Insecticides

1987



CLUSTER: -I1 PASE 3 - 175 -

IV. PRICES OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS

1 1 ~~~~NUBER PIE
[CODEj PRODUCT IBRAND OF ~ IST PRICE j2ND PIE3DP

- I _______________ I I_______________ TABLETS

50/ Aspirin _______

50/ Aspirin __ _ _____

50/ Aspirin

Sl/ Chloroquine

51/ Chloroquine

51/ ChIoroquine

52/ Sanidan

52/ Banidan

52/ 6anidan

53/ Charcoal tablets

53/ Charcoal tablets _

53/ Charcoal tablets = ==

Hhere did you get these pharmaceutical products? List all the places and names
of the sellers:

SOURCE NAME OF THE PLACE

(Examples: private pharuacy, stort, individual at market place, healer)

1987
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